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Subseries 2 WKU Research Notecards – K Topics

Description: Notecards created by Lowell Harrison while researching his book Western Kentucky University. The
cards transcribed below are for 38 topics beginning with K ranging from Keady, Gene 1936- to Kunstler Speaks.
Each topic may represent a single card or multiple cards. Some topics have been split into decades. Some similar
topics have been combined.
A card has a source, a title and a date above the red line. Links to digitized source materials have been added in
the database.
Additional information about the source may be included in the note section, such as name of correspondents,
dates of correspondence or page numbers of newspapers and books.
Harrison’s notes follow and occasionally a direct quote will be made indicated in quotation marks. Some of
Harrison’s writing is illegible. In these instances a word is indicated by ---.

The source above is College Heights Herald, Tuesday, March 27, 1973. Topic is in the upper right corner KYSPIRG
1973. Additional information about the topic/source follows:
5 [page number of the Herald] Kentucky Student Public Interest Research Group is seeking 6,000 names on
petition to get Regents to levy $2.00 fee next fall to support that org. Also being tried at University of Louisville
& University Kentucky. (Ones who didn’t want to contribute could apply for refund.) Est. $160,000 raised from
3 schools. Would hire professional staff of about 10.
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WKU - Notecards - Keady, Gene 1936-

1978-1980

Includes cards:
Keady Coach
Keady Purdue?

Basketball
African Americans
Blacks

Western Alumnus 49:4, Summer 1978 - Keady, Gene 1978 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8861
10 Gene Keady is new head coach of basketball. Has been assistant at University of Arkansas. 42 years old, native of Larned, Kansas. Announcement on March 6.
His 3D's: dedication, defense, discipline.
11 Garden City, Kansas Junior College - All American quarterback in football, guard on basketball, center fielder, track. Kansas State - football, track, baseball. All
Big 7 half-back. Played 1 year with Pittsburgh Steelers. Started coaching at Beloit (Kansas) High School in 1958. Had 100-46 record in 8 seasons. In 1965,
assistant coach at Hutchinson Community College. Was head coach there, 1966-74. Had record of 187-48. Had 6 league championships, 5 appearances in
national tournament; won 2nd place in 1973. Was Juco Coach of Year in Region Six in 1971, 1972, 1973. Went to University of Arkansas in 1974. "Will continue to
use the fast break, but we want to do it intelligently." On defense, ". . . half-court man for man most of the time, I hope." 2 children, 19 & 13.
College Heights Herald, Dec. 7, 1978 - Keady, Coach - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3436
4 Letter from Greg Kuhl, alumnus. Said for 1st time he booed at a sporting event (at Mississippi College game). "I was booing Keady. He appears to have the
players intimidated with his icy stares, ranting and raving. Lip readers and front row patrons can have a field day with his salty diatribes . . . After Diddle Hall was
remodeled for the team, I guess they forgot the playpen, rattle and sandbox for the coach."
15 Story (Keady did defense) ". . . his audacity after only a few months here is hard to believe. Coaching is the last profession where a person with thin skin should
be."
College Heights Herald, April 8, 1980 - Keady-Purdue? - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5632
10 There are newspaper reports that Gene Keady has been offered head coaching job at Purdue University. Announcement is expected Friday.
Tuesday, April 15 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5630
1 Gene Keady goes to Purdue University & on Sunday Clem Haskins was selected as head coach. Said, "it's like a dream come true." Clem Haskins was only
player in history of Ohio Valley Conference to be named Player of the Year 3 times. He will be 1st black basketball coach in Ohio Valley Conference.
9 Sports Commentary by Kevin Stewart. Talking of the Sunday announcement "It's clear that Western loves Clem Haskins.
"But how long will the love affair last? Only as long as Haskins wins."
11 Gene Keady had 38-19 record for 2 years, including a tie for Ohio Valley Conference championship and an NCAA appearance. Gene Keady said he didn't think
Purdue was serious at first. Then, "I let Western make a counter proposal." WKU didn't make one, so Gene Keady accepted. Clem Haskins: "I hope to be able to
play exciting basketball. My goal is to fill every seat in Diddle Arena." Will fast break under control.
WKU - Notecards - Kennedy, John Fitzgerald, 1917-1963 - Death

1963

Kelly Thompson Papers: 12 - Kennedy's Death 1963
Dean of Admissions
Memo: Dero Downing, Dean of Admissions to Kelly Thompson, Nov. 24, 1963 - After our conversations in the pressbox, Dero wrote the announcement that was
read. All classes were dismissed Monday, Nov. 25.

Death
Assassinations

College Heights Heral, Dec. 7, 1963 - Kennedy's Death 1963 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2145
2 Editorial. Says Kennedy's death was perhaps "felt more strongly by college students than by any other group." Felt identification with him in 1961.
WKU - Notecards - Kent State Unrest

1970

Courier-Journal 5/81970 - Kent State Unrest 1970
Yesterday President Dero Downing made emotional speech from steps of administration building to about 250 students who asked for a classroom strike today to
protest the deaths at Kent State. Dero Downing appealed to them not to "bring discredit to the college." Dero Downing said he shared their regret and grief for the
deaths & that President Nixon had found it necessary to get involved in Cambodia.
Then he choked up & couldn't speak for a bit. "I apologize for my inability to retain my composure." Then he added that "There are people all over this world who
love this school." Don't discredit it.
Dero Downing then met with student leaders in his office to discuss demands. One was police carrying guns. Dero Downing refused to close the school.

Protest movements
Demonstrations
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College Heights Herald, 5/8/1970 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4947
Bruce Clark, Columbia, called the strike at WKU "radical and ridiculous." He & others are organizing a counter demonstration to express views of the "silent
majority."
Daily News, 5/8/1970 - About 20-25 at 9:00 am anti-strike rally. About 200 pro-strikees were near Administration Building. Says majority of students passed by
both groups. "Strikers" want to end use of gun for ROTC and remove academic credit.
Daily News, 5/11/1970 - Some of the Volunteers "today discussed the possibilities of discontinuing peaceful protest as a means of affecting change at the
university. "The students, however, all but ruled out violence as a means of accomplishing their goals as they met today and expressed dissatisfaction with replies
made by President Dero Downing to requests submitted last Friday." Dero Downing replied with 9 page statement. He complied with request he write Richard
Nixon expressing sorrow over deaths at Kent State & urging close examination of American involvement in the war. ROTC credit issue referred to Academic
Council. Will not object to voting rights for student & faculty regents. Will give priority to study of campus security, force, --- since last summer. Committee
appointed on open speaker policy.
Daily News, May 13, 1970 (Wed.) - Yesterday (Tuesday) Volunteers met on lawn in front of Garrett Student Center, asked Dr. Hugh Thomason give the case for
ROTC. Asked to move to stadium, they at first refused, then moved. Carol Braden of Louisville refused to speak in stadium, said paper had said he would speak on
lawn of Wetherby Administration Building. He went there & crowd (200) followed. Dean Charles Keown asked them to return to the stadium to "protect the rights of
all" & to avoid being trespassers. Carol Braden & students refused to move. Larry Zielke accused Carol Braden of hypocrisy in --- democracy(?). Most WKU
students did not approve of the rally. University filed complaint with Circuit Court Clerk John Hanes seeking temporary restraining order. Charged "occupying said
property in a mass demonstration to intimidate and coerce official university decisions" and "disrupting normal university operation." Cited 5 student leaders + "each
and every member of the university community." Circuit Court Judge Robert Coleman signed the order at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday. Bruce Tucker, editor of off-campus
paper The Expatriate, said it meant in effect that martial law had been declared. D-briefly at 4:00 p.m. Associated Students meeting. Volunteers met at 9:00 p.m.
took no definite action.
Daily News, 5/15/1970 - Dan Taylor III is the attorney for the Volunteers who are trying to get the injunction withdrawn. Hearing is expected this afternoon.
Daily News, 5/17/1970 - The Volunteers deny any responsibility for bomb scares - Thursday night at Western Towers, Friday at Wetherby Administration Building.
Courier-Journal, 5/20/1970 - President Dero Downing testified in Warren Circuit Court yesterday that the potential for disruption still exists on campus. Dero
Downing & Chares Keown were questioned sharply for about 1 ½ hours each by Dan Taylor. The "BG Five" all testified that they have not participated in violent
activities and do not plan to do so.
Charles Keown said May 12 meeting "disrupted everything going on" in the Administration Building.
Courier-Journal, 5/20/1970 - Dero Downing in statement yesterday: "It is regrettable that today in defiance of direct requests by Dean of Student Affairs Charles A.
Keown, a relatively small group of students have refused to use authorized facilities made available to them by the university, assembled in an unauthorized area,
thereby causing disruptive interference. Accordingly it was necessary for the university to seek injunction relief through the courts . . . "
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Building - Piano

1939

College Heights Herald, Nov. 3, 1939 - Kentucky Building - Piano 1939 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3818
1 In 1929 Mr. O.P. Hazzard, president of Baldwin Piano Company, promised Professor Franz Strahm to donate a piano costing at least $1,000 to the Kentucky
Building when it was complete. He has now donated one valued at $1,200.

Pianos

WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Building 1926-1929

1926-1929

Regents Minutes II - Kentucky Building 1926 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1926/mtgs/10/
April 2, 1926
Henry Cherry presents bill he prepared 2 years ago asking state act, but financial condition was such that he didn't introduce it. Believes it can now be done by
private subscription. Bill asks for $50,000 if $50,000 is raised by private subscription by June 1, 1927.

Construction
Fund raising

Teachers College Heights, August 1928 [October 1928] - Kentucky Building 1938 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8454
2 Sketch of Kentucky Building in center with reasons for it radiating out from it.
4 Sketch on page 4. Wants to pay for it through the voluntary contributions of Kentucky's citizens. Hope that school children will donate a brick or half-brick.
Participation will make you a better citizen. Permanent book will record donors. Classrooms for teaching about Kentucky. Museum.
5 Offices of College Heights Foundation will be there. Kitchen & attractive dining room. Living quarters for host & hostess.
College Heights Herald, Oct. 1928 - Kentucky Building 1928 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2261
1 Big drive is getting underway to raise $300,000 for the College Heights Foundation & the Kentucky Building. Will be on campus, of colonial style, and as much as
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possible, built of native materials. Will be in a Kentucky garden of native trees, plants. Rooms will depict different sections of Kentucky. Part will be a museum.
Classrooms for Kentucky materials.
Daily News, Oct. 2, 1928 - Kentucky Building
8 "President H.H. Cherry of Western Teachers College has dreams of a Kentucky Building to be erected on College Heights at a cost of $300,000, he told the
directors of the College Heights Foundation which met in offices of the foundation yesterday morning.
Also at the meeting the Secretary Treasurer, R.H. Seward, made the following report. "From Sept. 19, 1927 to August 1, 1928, the Foundation made five hundred
and fifty-one loans.
"From October 26, 1923 to August 1, 1928 the Foundation made two thousand and eighty loans. These amounted to $78,791.50."
Daily News, Oct. 25, 1928 - Kentucky Building
9 "College Heights in launching its three hundred thousand dollar campaign for the support of the College Heights Foundation, and the erection on the Hill of the
Kentucky building is beginning another great piece of constructive work under the leadership of President Cherry. The leadership of President Cherry. The
institution is asking for students who have attended the school during the thirty-six years of its existence to come to its aid in the erection of this building, which will
be a monument to Kentucky and for Kentuckians.
The Kentucky Building will be located on the campus and will be built in as far as possible of materials native to our state."
Daily News, Oct. 26, 1928 - Kentucky Building
1 "With approximately $66,000 subscribed, the Western Teachers College Campaign for $300,000 was opened last night at a meeting of citizens of Bowling Green
and Warren County which was held in the Teachers College gymnasium.
Daily News, Oct. 26, 1928 - Kentucky Building
4 "Before a representative gathering of 500 Bowling Green business and professional men, Dr. H.H. Cherry president of Western Teachers College last evening
outlined his "Kentucky Building" and student loan foundation plan. From the start, there had been little doubt about the reception likely to be given the idea but Dr.
Cherry himself expressed surprise that such spontaneous and complete response was made as to positively insure the success of the project in the minimum
length of time."
"The News is unqualifiedly behind Dr. Cherry and his project the Western Teachers College and the Foundation through which many worthy students are enabled
to attend school even though unprovided with funds by virtue of being able to borrow from the Foundation."
College Heights Herald, Nov. 1928 - Kentucky Building 1928 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2262
1 Dr. Cherry gave banquet on Oct. 25 in Training School gym to the business men of Bowling Green. He seeks to enlist their support for the Kentucky Building.
Daily News, Nov. 6, 1928 - Kentucky Building
1 The Louisville Courier-Journal in an editorial this morning's issue of the paper comments favorably on the plan of Dr. H.H. Cherry to erect a Kentucky Building on
the campus of Western Teachers College in this city."
The opening paragraph states, "The plan of President H.H. Cherry of the Western Normal and. Teachers College for a Kentucky Building on the campus at Bowling
Green is one which should appeal not only to the alumni of the school, now numbering several thousand but to all public-spirited Kentuckians as well. It is spiritually
an outgrowth of the College Heights foundation, an incorporation endowed to administer a student's loan fund; but it is even broader in its conception."
College Heights Herald, March 1929 - Kentucky Building 1929 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2266
5 Many expressions from former students: "Send me some subscription blanks, I believe I can interest a number of my friends in this wonderful program." "I have
no children to educate, but I am enclosing my check for $1,000.00. I like this effort to help the worthy, self-reliant boys and girls of our state and I want the program
to succeed." "The Foundation extends a helping hand to those in need. I shall not forget what it did for me. Inclosed find my donation." "I am not able to give $100,
but I can give $25."
Henry Cherry Papers: 14 - Kentucky Building 1929
General Correspondence 1929
W.B. Hill to Henry Cherry March 25, 1929 - Reports on his fund raising activities. At Campbellsville College (Tuesday), Lebanon (Wednesday & Thursday) Bradford
(Friday). Got $473 with some pledges to come later. Not as much as last week but he considers it better work. Will try to complete the 7 counties in a week less
time than planned. Is enjoying the work more all the time.
Teachers College Heights, June 1929 - Kentucky Building 1929 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8469
11 Quotes from 5 newspaper editorials praising the drive to raise funds to build the Kentucky Building.
August. 29, 1929 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8467/
Collection for Kentucky Library is growing by the day.
Teachers College Heights, Dec. 1929 - Kentucky Building 1929 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8467/1970
1 Letter from Irvin S. Cobb to Henry Cherry, obtained through John Wilson Townsend, Re: Kentucky Building - "The plans you have on foot are so sane, so
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patriotic, so aptly designed to fill real needs in our state, that I feel your splendid work should have the endorsement of every thinking man, woman and child in
Kentucky."
Article says $200,000 of the $300,000 sought has been raised or pledged. Preliminary plans are to start work in early spring of next year. (1930)
Frank McVey Papers: Box 38:4 - Kentucky Building 1929
Henry Cherry is now doing some of his letters on spread 4 page form build "The Three Hundred Thousand Dollar Campaign for the College Heights Foundation."
Pages 1 & 3 are for the letter; pages 2 & 4 contained print excerpts from letters making pledges & press editorials.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Building 1930-1934

1930-1934

State Journal, March 3, 1930 - Kentucky Building, Appropriation for 1930
1352 SB492. An Act appropriating $50,000 for the erection and equipment of a building on the grounds of the Western Kentucky State Teachers College to be
known as the "Kentucky Building." The sum is to be paid in installments. Introduced, ordered printed, and referred to the Committee on Kentucky University and
Normal School by Senator Vincent.

Construction
Museums

1525 March 5 - SB432. Reported with the opinion that it should pass by Senator Docker of the Committee on Rules.
Henry Cherry Papers: 76 - Kentucky Building 1930
Personal Correspondence 1923-30
Henry Cherry to Mrs. Henry Cherry, Orlando, Fla., March 13, 1930 - He had bill introduced after budget bill passed to give Kentucky Building $50,000. Rather
doubts now that it will pass in the crowded(?) last days. Reduction of real estate tax will probably cost of $75,000, and decision of U.S. Supreme Court may reduce
inheritance tax income by $50,000. Our only hope is a veto, but doubts that Governor will use it. He may want to place all blame on Democratic party.
Henry Cherry to Mrs. Henry Cherry, March 8, 1930 - Henry Cherry said bill he had introduced calls for state to provide $50,000 if College Heights Foundation puts
up $100,000. Hasn't pushed it hard, sure we're getting $250,000 & feeling on part of many that the teachers college have got more than their share. Has been at
Frankfort all week. "I have had many legislative experiences but none more severe and embarassing [sic] than the experiences of this week." But come --- in
splendid condition.
Henry Cherry to Mrs. Henry Cherry, March 1, 1930 - Has been at home only 4-5 days since you left. "Frankfort is taking every minute of my time and energy." One
day he got home at noon & got called back on the Pan-American that pm. Has been there past 2 weeks. "I was in the most intense fight I have ever entered in all
my life on last Thursday. I have won not only for myself, but for every other Teachers College in Kentucky."
"I have had a long experience but my knowledge and experience have been tested out as never before. I have not done one thing that I think has been a failure up
to this time. In fact, I have won - won in a great way, but I may lose before another day."
Henry Cherry Papers: 15 - Kentucky Building 1930
General Correspondence 1930
Henry Cherry to Capt. Brinton B. Davis, Louisville, May 21, 1930 - Wants him to come down. Trying to get Mr. Wright here to locate the Kentucky Building. "I have
never had a doubt about it and have never entertained any idea that we would change our program. I know from the time I published the first piece of literature that
I would put up the building providing I had good health and provided you live and furnish the Dawson water."
Henry Cherry to Brinton Davis, June 21, 1930 - Agrees that there should be no room & apartments in the Kentucky Building except a small apartment for custodian.
College Heights Herald, July 1930 - Kentucky Building 1930 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/485/2278
1 Excavation for Kentucky Building started on Monday April 4. Steam shovel & large force of men at work. As much work will be done as funds will allow. Miss
Gabrielle Robertson & Miss Elizabeth Woods are on committee to encourage donations to the museum & library.
Henry Cherry Papers: 15 - Kentucky Building 1930
General Correspondence 1930
Henry Cherry to Mrs. Simon Bolivar Buckner, Louisville, Aug. 27, 1930 - Would she donate portrait of her husband (and other materials) to Kentucky Building.
Henry Cherry says he knew Simon Buckner will & admired him greatly.
Teachers College Heights, Sept. 1930 - Kentucky Building 1930 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8459
2 The College Heights Foundation & the Board of Regents have authorized construction of the Kentucky Building. Work on the foundation has already started.
Henry Cherry Papers: 15 - Kentucky Building 1930
General Correspondence 1930
Henry Cherry to R.P. Green, Washington, DC, Sept. 15, 1930 - Green has advised(?) against a fund raising campaign in Washington at this time. Henry Cherry
agrees. Says it may take 6-8 years to complete Kentucky Building. But it is started & work will continue as finances permit.
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R.P. Green to Henry Cherry, Sept. 13, 1930 - Gives reasons for no drive now.
Henry Cherry Papers: 15 - Kentucky Building 1930
General Correspondence 1930
Henry Cherry to Henry Clay Anderson, Miami, Fla., Sept. 29, 1930 - Blueprints & specifications are done for Kentucky Building. Excavation is completed; work on
foundation will begin this week. ". . . I am not doubting at all that it will be put up." Will be quite expense - $215,000 to $250,000.
College Heights Herald, Dec. 1930 - Kentucky Building 1930 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/485/2281
1 Tells of several valuable gifts to Kentucky Library (books, deeds, etc.)
1 Articles by Arndt Stickles giving his concept of the Kentucky Building.
1 Letter from Henry Cherry appealing for payment of the pledges that have been made. "Building costa are now low. Better contracts can be made than at any
time in the past . . . Present economic conditions should not further delay the realization of the Kentucky Building."
Henry Cherry Scrapbooks - Kentucky Building 1931
1929 Textbooks & Gov. Sampson
Elizabethtown Enterprise, Jan. 29, 1931 - President Cherry thanked Miss Verde Lena White and her pupils of East View School for contribution to the Kentucky
Building. The money had been intended for a Christmas present for her.
College Heights Herald, March 1931 - Kentucky Building 1931 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/485/2284
The Kentucky Building is really being pushed. Each issue features a front page story on it by a member of the faculty (J.H. Claggett in this instance.) Another 1st
page story about donation of newspapers and another about some items donated to the Museum.
Regents Minutes II - Kentucky Building 1931
April 16, 1931 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1931/mtgs/5/
Will appropriate $30,000 to the Kentucky Building when $24,000 from the boarding school fund and $7,000 from the extension fund should have been transferred
to the general fund.
College Heights Herald, May 1931 - Kentucky Building 1931 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2286
1 Work has resumed on Kentucky Building; it had been halted during winter months. Prospects for completing it are optimistic. Should be under roof by early fall.
More donations of relics & letters reported.
Henry Cherry Papers; 18 - Kentucky Building 1931
General Correspondence 1931
Henry Cherry to Logan Construction, Louisville, May 26, 1931 - He has sent much business to them over 40 years. Your bid for iron work on Kentucky Building is
$557.00. Would you be willing to donate it to the fund? Over 7,000 people have subscribed.
Henry Cherry to Logan Construction, June 8, 1931 - Thanks for $100 donation. Get out materials at once. (Not clear if it was donated as well.)
Teachers College Heights, July 1931 - Kentucky Building 1931 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8463
8 Picture of partially completed Kentucky Building. Exterior will be completed by early fall, but the money will be exhausted by then.
Henry Cherry Papers: 17 - Kentucky Building 1931
General Correspondence
Henry Cherry to Henry Clay Anderson, Miami, July 20, 1931 - Will have Kentucky Building under roof in 2 months. Will be most attractive. Because of financial
situation, will not be able to do anything with the interior now.
Henry Cherry Papers: 18 - Kentucky Building 1931
General Correspondence 1931
Henry Cherry to Mason Box Company, Attleboro, Mass., Oct. 2, 1931 - Wants prices on boxes to mail the dime bank he has sent. (This is start of this phase of fund
raising.)
Henry Cherry to H. Seahuberger, Louisville, July 27, 1931 - Discuss the dime banks in detail. Wants 1,000 printed in 4 colors (22 1/2¢ in lot of 1,000) May order
several thousand more.
College Heights Herald, Jan. 28, 1933 - Kentucky Building 1933 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3701
1 Drive is underway through the County Clubs to secure materials for the museum and library. Donations were made at chapel on Jan. 3.
Henry Cherry Papers: 21 - Kentucky Building 1934
General Correspondence 1934
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Henry Cherry to Thornton Wilcox, CWA, Louisville, Aug. 8, 1934 - Would CWA supply labor (chiefly skilled) to finish interior of Kentucky Building if he can find
funds to pay for the material?
Henry Cherry to C.C. Dawson, Berea, March 9, 1935 - (box 22) Thanks him for $79.50 check for College Heights Foundation. Trying to raise $60,000 for Kentucky
Building; government will match it with $160,000. Big job to raise it now.
Henry Cherry Papers: 29 - Kentucky Building 1934
Special Correspondence FERA
George H. Goodman, State Administrator, Kentucky Emergency Relief Administration, Louisville to Henry Cherry, Dec. 1, 1934 - Thinks that they can supply labor
to complete Kentucky Building if WKU supplies materials. "Let me say, I don't in any sense envy you the job of raising the fifty to sixty thousand dollars under
present circumstances and still knowing your interest and faith in your proposition, I am sure you will do it."
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Building 1935-1939

1935-1939

College Heights Herald, Feb. 21, 1935 - Kentucky Building 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3732
1 Says College Heights Foundation has sent out 4,000 letters recently.
2 Federal government has challenged WKU. If WKU will furnish materials, it will furnish labor to complete the empty shell of the Kentucky Building. "Interest is
even greater than it was when the project commenced." It is to be dedicated at 1936 homecoming.

Construction
Buildings
Museums

Teachers College Heights, March 1935 - Kentucky Building 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2072
35 Calls for donations & subscriptions for the Kentucky Building. Started in 1928 to collect. Depression threw monkey wrench in plans, but 4247,000 was
subscribed. Enough paid in to complete shell of building, beautify grounds, & make 4,089 student loans ($152,076). Federal government has agreed to help
complete it. Goal is Homecoming 1936. Now asking those who subscribed to pay. Those who haven't can now contribute. Appeal is from members of the College
Heights Foundation.
36 Item indicates $60,000 will be needed (Several pictures)
38 Appeal from Arndt Stickles
39 Appeal from Gordon Wilson
41 Page of statistics re: College Heights Foundation. Since College Heights Foundation was organized 12 years ago: 6,020 subscriptions for $247,000. Western
faculty $32,579
Bowling Green & Warren County $47,000
Louisville & Jefferson County 24,868
Other Kentucky Counties 124,132
Miscellaneous sources 16,421
1 subscription for $1500
24 for $1000
38 500-1000
43 300-500
559 100-300
747 50-100
1929 25-50
And 2,769 under $25 = $23,191
Subscriptions $247,000.00
Paid 119,992.47
Unpaid 127,007.53
College Heights Herald, April 26, 1935 - Kentucky Building 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3740
1 Says log cabin is to be built near Kentucky Building. Will be typical of its type. The yellow poplar is now seasoning. The stones were obtained from an old cabin in
Allen County.
1 Dr. Henry Cherry officially launched campaign to raise money to complete Kentucky Building at chapel on April 24. Henry Cherry called it "an educational gift to
posterity." Says U.S. government will match WKU. Henry Cherry said WKU needs to raise $60,000.
Henry Cherry Papers: 23 - Kentucky Building 1935
General Correspondence 1935
Henry Cherry to Dr. L.Y. Lancaster May 21, 1935 - "If you have not already done so, please put the boys to work at once catching bugs, and butterflies - and more
bugs and more butterflies - grasshoppers - and other grasshoppers - and other things that I talked to you about the other day."
"I am hoping to get a 100% collection during the present summer."
College Heights Herald, Sept. 27, 1935 - Kentucky Building 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3745
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1 Reports that construction is being pushed rapidly. Government agreed to provide funds in Feb. 1935 to complete it. If government funds are received to erect new
classroom building on Potter College site, Kentucky Building will be used as classrooms.
Henry Cherry Papers: 23 - Kentucky Building 1935
General Correspondence 1935
Henry Cherry to M.O. Hughes, Louisville, Dec. 12, 1935 - We are going to put up temporary partitions in Kentucky Building and use it as a temporary classroom
building. Will get as much done as possible during the holidays. M--- extend holiday to 3 weeks & make up the days by using Saturday classes.
Teachers College Heights 1936 - Kentucky Building 1936 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1966
41 The Kentucky Building is being used to help house the classes that were in Potter Hall. [Recitation Hall]
Paul Garrett Papers: 7 - Kentucky Builidng 1937
College Heights Foundation
Minutes for Annual Meeting Oct. 4, 1937
Balance July 1, 1936 869.52
Cash receipts 1936-37 3,216.17
[total] 4,085.69
Expenses for 1936-37 3,921.32
Balance July 1, 1937 164.37
Kentucky Library & Kentucky Museum - Kentucky Building
1950 manuscript by Gayle Carver
Miss Gabie Robertson told President Henry Cherry about need for Kentucky books for her class, said that a collection should be made. Henry Cherry - should
include museum as well. Started fund raising in 1923. Construction started 1931. Ran out of money. Resumed in 1935 with PWA help. Had to have place for
classes while Cherry Hall was built. Paved permanent(?) concrete floors, put in temporary partitions. Most of construction done by Sept. 1939. Move into took about
3 weeks. 1930 - Mrs. Mary Leiper (now Moore) was employed.
College Heights Herald, Friday, Feb. 18, 1938 - Kentucky Building 1938 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3787
1 Will plan to complete Kentucky Building within next 2 years at cost of $75,000.
Regents Minutes, July 11, 1938 - Kentucky Building 1938 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1938/spcl/1/
Paul Garrett had consulted with PWA officials & believes there is a chance to get a PWA grant to help complete the Kentucky Building.
Sept. 29, 1938 - Special Meeting, Louisville - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1938/spcl/3 - Paul Garrett said Attorney General said WKU could borrow $34,000
in anticipation of capital funds due July 1, 1939. Paul Garrett said U.S. government will provide not over $37,800 for the Kentucky Building & equipment. Agreed to.
Board employed J.M. Ingram as the architect to complete the project.
Dec. 23, 1938 - Special Meeting - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1938/spcl/4/
Opened & considered the bids for completing Kentucky Building. Bid of F.C. Gorrell & Son, Russellville was accepted $79,089.00.
Executive Committee, Jan. 15, 1939 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1939/exec/1/
Paul Garrett reported that American National Bank & Citizens National Bank had each agreed to lend WKU $17,000 for 6 months at 3%.
Sept. 16, 1939 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1939/spcl/1/
Accepted completion of contract I on the Kentucky Building.
College Heights Herald, Oct. 7, 1938 - Kentucky Building 1938 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3803
1 $81,000 has been appropriated by state legislature & federal government to compete the Kentucky Building. Work will begin by Nov. 1 and the building should be
ready to be occupied by early summer.
Teachers College Heights, Dec. 1938 - Kentucky Building 1938 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1980
36 Public Works Administration has approved application for $37,800. State had made capital outlay appropriation of $34,000 and $10,000 more has been
collected on pledges. Thus $81,800 is available to complete & equip it. About $125,000 has already been spent. It will be "one of the most unique school buildings
in the South."
College Heights Herald, Jan. 13, 1939 - Kentucky Building 1939 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3809
1 Work on Kentucky Building was resumed when Regents approved a $79,087 contract on Dec. 23. Will finish 2 rooms for the Kentucky Library; other parts of the
building will not be furnished at present.
PWA grant of $37,800
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State $34,000
Kentucky Building Pledges $10,000
Paul Garrett Papers: 1 - Kentucky Building 1939
1937-40 N
Paul Garrett to The Nation's Schools Publishing Company, Chicago, April 5, 1939 - WKU is completing the Kentucky Building - $84,000. State funds are $34,000;
private subscriptions $12,200; rest is WPA grant. Should be completed by July 1. WPA Music Building is underway. We are quarrying the stone with WPA labor.
Ready by September.
Paul Garrett Papers: 14 - Kentucky Building 1939
Cherry Hall & Kentucky Building
Paul Garrett is getting Kentucky Building completed. Much legal & financial material on it. Legislature appropriated $34,000 in 1938 session. PWA allocated
$37,800. $10,000 is in Bowling Green Bank & Trust Company account. Paul Garrett will borrow the $34,000 from local banks since he can't get it from state until
July 1, 1939.
Paul Garrett to George Meuth, Atlanta, June 25, 1938 - John Rodes said you told him you thought we could now get grant to complete Kentucky Building. "I had
feared this was impossible due to the fact that the part yet to be completed, as you know, is interior work - plastering, flooring, and the like, and equipment. This
building is, of course, closer to my heart than anything and I certainly should like to see it completed."
College Heights Herald, June 30, 1939 - Kentucky Building 1939 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3816
1 The Kentucky Building should open during the fall, probably in October. Much planning being done for the move.
College Heights Herald, Nov. 21, 1939 - Kentucky Building 1939 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3822
1 The Kentucky Building was formally dedicated Nov. 16. Ceremonies in Van Meter & at the building. Professor J.R. Alexander presented it & President Paul
Garrett accepted it on behalf of the state. Public saw for 1st time large oil portrait of Dr. Henry Cherry by Miss E. Sophronia Hergeheimer.
Teachers College Heights, Jan. 1940 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1981
2 Kentucky Building was dedicated on Founder's Day, Nov. 16, 1939.
3 Gives programs for the day - addresses by John B. Rodes, Mary T. Moore, Arndt Stickles (numerous pictures).
6 John Rodes. Too soon to evaluate Henry Cherry properly. This building was one of his dreams. (See separate notes: Cherry - Rodes.)
10 Mary Moore's speech on the building & its (29) grounds. Says Kentucky Library has been made one of 14 beneficiaries in U.S. of the McGregor Plan for the
purchase of rare materials.
18 "The Building of the Kentucky Building" Henry Cherry called meeting in spring 1928 attended by 300 Bowling Green citizens. Enthusiastic support. Then Henry
Cherry made a chapel appeal. State-wide campaign. Pledges could be paid over 5 years. Depression came. Landscape architect Henry Wright selected the 9 acre
site. Captain Brinton B. Davis of Louisville designed the building. Actual construction started 1931. Exterior completed but work had to stop. Summer 1935. Old
Potter (Recitation Hall) would be torn down. Kentucky Building was converted into a temporary classroom building for 18 months. Paul Garrett asked 1938
legislature for appropriations.
18 College Heights Foundation added $12,000, PWA made a 45% grant. Local architect J.M. Ingram made some interior changes & supervised final work.
Contractor was F.C. Gorrell & Son & Russellville. Building was completed Sept. 15, 1939.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Building 1940-1969

1940-1969

College Heights Herald, Friday, Feb. 23, 1940 - Kentucky Building 1940 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3825
7 Kentucky Librarian Mrs. Mary T. Moore has announced hours for Kentucky Library
Mornings 9-12 except on chapel days.
Afternoons 1-5
Only north door is open because of insufficient staff.

Museums
Libraries (Rooms)

College Heights Herald, Oct. 11, 1940 - Kentucky Building 1940
1 In 120 days (June - Sept. 28) 2,744 visitors registered at the Kentucky Building. 36 states & several foreign countries.
Paul Garrett Papers: 3 - Kentucky Building 1945
1941-46 Ci-Gy
T.D. Clark, University of Kentucky to Paul Garrett, April 5, 1945 - "I have not seen anything in Kentucky which impressed me more than your Kentucky Building."
Paul Garrett Papers: 8 - Kentucky Building 1949-50
Kentucky Museum
Unsigned report on use of Kentucky Building. (Estimates about ½ register)
From 15th Sept. 1949 696
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Oct. 486
Nov. 501
Dec. 181
June 1950 362
Feb. 380
March 447
April 919
May 1004
June 918
July 608
Aug. 11
To Sep. 15 58
111 club meetings
27 outside civic groups
College Heights Herald, Feb. 8, 1952 - Kentucky Building 1952 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2856
2 All through this period a regular feature of the paper is "Kentucky Building News." Usually runs to a column or more. Describes collections, lists gifts, etc.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 20 - Kentucky Building 1963
Kentucky Building Margie Helm to Kelly Thompson, April 12, 1963 - Considerable damage to Kentucky Building because of the meetings of fraternities & sororities
there. Several people have indicated that they will not leave materials there.
Memo: Charles A. Keown, Dean of Students to Kelly Thompson, April 25, 1963 - There is considerable damage. Will try to move all functions elsewhere.
Gordon Wilson Diaries, Nov. 29, 1964 - Kentucky Building 1964
Delighted that Miss [Julia] Neal will return to be in charge of Kentucky Building. "For years I have wished that we could get more actual use out of the great fund of
materials we have there." Should become more and more useful. The Clarkes will do much to encourage student research in Kentucky material. Miss [Ercell]
Egbert "is enthusiastic about the research projects that her committee has been working on" the past 3 years.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 46 - Kentucky Building
M-General
Undated (Mary Moore, 5 pages Says "One Week After the Big Celebration." Might have been University Status in 1966.) - He has taken care of the present and the
future - wants him to do so for the past - the Kentucky Building. More people would visit it than any other building on campus except Diddle Arena. "The library (in
spite of starting years after the Kentucky Historical Society and Filson Club) has a collection of books & manuscripts of great value, and the museum collections (on
display & in storage) is almost unbelievable in scope." "As a University Western can surpass every other one in the state in this cultural offering."
Kentucky Library - Kentucky Building 1966
Julia Neal to Dero Downing, March 30, 1966 - Personal note. Sorry that Gayle Carver needled the administration by inquiring when he would get back the room he
had lost to the Commercial Department. "For many years Gayle operated in his corner of the Kentucky Building and Miss [Elizabeth] Combs in hers, and there was
no communication between them. For this reason Gayle has found it hard to accept a new organization --- a director.
"Also Gayle's one who can't stand to wait or not to know. Of course, there are many important things he needs to get done that he never does anything about. I
guess we are all inconsistent." We do need all the space in the building.
Gabie Robertson Collection: 1 - Kentucky Building
Folder 1960-1969
Frances Richards to Gabie Robertson, 2/13/1968 - Thanks her for a talk she has made on the Kentucky Building. Miss Robertson remembers being in chapel the
first time Mr. Henry Cherry suggested it. Glad that you told the group that the collecting of materials had started long before the building had been dreamed of.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Building 1970-1980

1970-1980

Dero Downing Papers: 27 - Kentucky Building 1970
Allan M. Trout
Allan M. Trout to Victor A. Sholis, WHAS, 1/23/1970 - Urges him to give his papers, tapes, etc. to WKU: He did so last year. "It gave me one of the few memorable
thrills of my lifetime."
"The Kentucky Building is a magnificent edifice, a sort of non-aristocratic Filson Club. In it is preserved a cross section of the Kentucky that was, but they are not
neglecting the Kentucky that is."

Museums
Libraries

Gayle Carver "Report on Kentucky Library & Museum" - Kentucky Building
2nd edition, 1973, 48 pages
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Description
6 The 4 columns are unique. About 32' long, each was turned from one piece of oolitic limestone, not in pieces.
7 Came from White Stone Quarries - their stone mill on lower Church Street. Logs for log cabin said to came from the Cherry farm. Completed in 1935. Housed
College Heights Foundation & Alumni Office until 1939 - fireplaces provided only heat.
8 Grounds were originally +/- 15 acres. Native trees & plants. Miss Elizabeth Woods & Miss Florence Ragland did much to help.
18 Mrs. (Mary) Moore was very good at persuading people to make donations.
26 Real beginning of Museum record keeping started in early 1938 with a WPA grant which supplied workers.
27 Many of Museum pieces were stored in 206 beer cases obtained from Louisville Public Library for 25¢ each. When they were unloaded in front of main library,
"it really did cause something of a shock to those passersby who saw them." The Museum Project also started the vertical file system of clippings.
Dero Downing Papers: 7 - Kentucky Building
Archives - University
Gayle Carver, "The Kentucky Building and Its Collections," 88 page manuscript Gayle Carver did for Dero Downing when he retired in 1973.
1 Idea started about 1914 when Miss Gabie Robertson began taking Kentucky history & found just 1 book (7th grade level) in library. She and students (2) began to
collect books & relics. Around 1923 she discussed needs with Dr. Henry Cherry & (3) from this came concept for Kentucky Building. One of the purpose of College
Heights Foundation. Major campaign for funds started in 1928. Teachers College Heights issue of Oct. 1928 was dedicated to it. Depression left many pledges
unredeemed, but work started in 1931 & roof was put on (5) before money ran out. No floors in it. (6) Spring is under the front ponds. (7) Considerable water gets in
basement in heavy rain. When Cherry Hall was being built Kentucky Building was used for classes - rough concrete floors, wooden staving, beaverboard walls. (8)
All departments moved to Cherry Hall in 1937-38 & the temporary walls & stairs were removed. Some male students were housed in basement section of East
Wing. (9) Paul Garrett became very interested in completing it. Got $37,500 PWA grant & $50,000 from legislature & some pledges were paid. (15) The 4 column
in front are probably unique. About 32' long and each is turned from a solid piece of local limestone (from White Stone Quarries). (17) Log cabin, completed 1935.
Logs from the Cherry farm. 1935-39 College Heights Foundation & Alumni Office. Only heat was from 2 fireplaces. In 1939 they moved into east wing of Kentucky
Building. Alumni Office moved out about 1946 & Foundation moved about 1956. (18) Several families have since lived in it. The grounds were about 15 acres, well
arranged & planted in native trees, shrubs, flowers.
19 Miss Elizabeth Woods & Miss Florence Ragland. After Miss Woods left (around 1944), no one kept up the grounds & the plantings died. (20) Little remains of
what was once one of the most beautiful spots on campus. (21) Mrs. Mary T. Leiper (Moore) was transferred Training School Library to Kentucky Collection about
1930. (22) Did much collecting. "She was so personable that she was able to persuade most of those she visited to part with whatever they had." By 1935 Kentucky
materials occupied much of 3rd floor of library. (23) Little money for purchase but did buy (24) from Bethel College (Russell) & Dr. [Willard] Jillson. (25) After about
1937, McGregor fund allowed rare items to be purchased. (34-35) Mrs. Moore prepared g--- for the acquisition of the Green Collection. (47) The museum collection
grew haphazardly for (47) 1st 8 years of Mrs. Leiper's tenure - no permanent record. (48) System started in early 1938 with WPA project - sometimes as many as
15-20 people were employed. (50) Got 206 beer boxes from Louisville Public Library for museum storage at 25¢ each. "When they were delivered by truck, and
unloaded in front of the Main Library, it really did cause something of a shock to those passersby who saw them." (53) Student National Youth Administration
workers helped a great deal. (Goes on to tell about major collections and items & have added.)
Dero Downing Papers: 22 - Kentucky Building 1975
Kentucky Library & Museum 1975
Memo: Dean Henry Hardin to Vice President Raymond Cravens, 1/27/1975 - Points out great ---, more public use, etc. Recommends that Kentucky Library be put
in charge of the Museum as well as the Library. Not good to have 2 administrative heads there. "It is apparent that the Kentucky Library and Museum is an
instructional program not just a place."
Western Alumnus, 45:2, Fall 1975 - Kentucky Building 1975 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8853
This issue features the Kentucky Building with several articles.
2-3 Riley Handy - it's purposes & uses. Mentions plans for expansion and renovation.
4-5 Nancy Baird - history of it
8-10 Bruce MacLish, & Anne Johnston - the museum
11-13 Jeannette Farley, Pat Hodges, Virginia Pearson, Linda Ray - the Library.
Western Alumnus, 46:4 Summer 1976 - Kentucky Building 1976 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8828
1-3 Has featured a special series of programs, a "76 Series." Lowell Harrison, C. Ray Franklin, Marjorie Clagett, 2 films, Robert Johnstone.
College Heights Herald, Tuesday, Oct. 12, 1976 - Kentucky Building 1976 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5304/
2 Work is expected to begin next semester on expansion and renovation of the Kentucky Building. Effort will be made to have some museum exhibits. Library will
be in Gordon Wilson Hall.
Dero Downing Papers - Kentucky Building 1976
Regents 1976
Memo: Dero Downing to Regents, Dec. 8, 1976 - Division of Engineering has approved construction cost estimate of $2,696,500. Approved for Agriculture
Exposition Center, locally.
College Heights Herald, Thursday, Sept. 29, 1977 - Kentucky Building 1977 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5457/
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1 City of Bowling Green plans to go to court to get order allowing its electrical inspector to inspect the Kentucky Building. State says buildings on state property are
exempt from local building ordinances. Bowling Green Commission was told that Julian Cash was not allowed to enter it on Aug. 31.
Tuesday, Oct. 4 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5456
1 Says the issue is the fee, not the actual inspection. City had requested fee of about $2,800. State says it doesn't have to pay such fees.
Western Alumnus, 47:2, Winter 1976/77 - Kentucky Building 1977 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8844
Anne R. Johnston, "On the Move."
2 The Kentucky Building will be doubled in size in next 2 years. Manuscripts moved first to Gordon Wilson Hall. Library will also move there. All the Museum items
had to be carefully wrapped. Items are being stored all over the campus. Some displays will be in Cafeteria 2 in Garrett Conference Center.
College Heights Herald, Thursday, Aug. 24, 1978 - Kentucky Building 1978 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3397
1 Warren Circuit Court Judge William Allender ruled against city of Bowling Green in the electrical inspection case. WKU had not been a party to the dispute.
College Heights Herald, Tuesday, June 26, 1979 - Kentucky Building 1979 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3460
2 The Kentucky Building will open July 9. The museum will not be ready then.
Western Alumnus 51:2 Summer 1979 - Kentucky Building 1979 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8862
8 Article by Henry Hardin describing what is in the enlarged & re-done Kentucky Building.
11 Expects log structure built in 1809 to be placed on the grounds soon.
College Heights Herald, Saturday, June 21, 1980 - Kentucky Building 1980 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5623
1 Kentucky Building (Museum) will re-open July 4. A log cabin from 1810 was delivered on grounds Tuesday. Donated by Sam Houston Watkins.
Courier-Journal, 7/2/1980 - Kentucky Building 1980
Renovated & expanded Kentucky Building will re-open July 4 weekend.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Building Grounds

1934

Teachers College Heights Dec. 1934 - Kentucky Building Grounds 1934 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1963
18 Work has been pushed on landscaping the grounds. Tennis courts have been moved to Russellville Road, & site will be used to erect log cabin built of yellow
poplar.

Landscape.
Log buildings
Log cabins

WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Building: Banks

1932

Henry Cherry Papers: 19 - Kentucky Building: Banks 1932
General Correspondence 1932
Henry Cherry to Whitehead & Hoag Company, Louisville, July 11, 1932 - Because of economic conditions, they are not using the banks ordered last year. Will
probably be another year or more.

Fund raising

WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Day

1937

Includes cards Kentucky Day - Annual
College Heights Herald, Friday, May 28, 1937 - Kentucky Day - Annual 1937 1 WKU will hold 1st Kentucky Day on July 14. Is to be an annual event, focusing on some important event or person in Kentucky's history. S.C. Foster & my old
Kentucky Home will be theme of this year. Is to be an annual affair.

Pageants

Finley C. Grise Correspondence: 1931-36 KEA-S - Kentucky Day 1937
Kentucky Program
On Wednesday July 14, 1937 WKU held what was supposed to be an annual Kentucky Day. Featured speech by Dr. Robert McElroy, Princeton University. Music
of Stephen Collins Foster (12 ---) (various groups) and in the evening on the grounds of the Kentucky Building, "Dance of the Spirits of the Past." 8 different
episodes.
Folder: Kentucky Day Program 1939 - Finley Grise & Committee recommend to Paul Garrett that it be postponed. One reason is that there will probably be a
dedication of the Kentucky Building in the fall. Also, just not ready to handle it.
Teachers College Heights, July 1937 - Kentucky Day 1937 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2074
27 "Kentucky Day" started July 14 with presentation of Stephen Collins Foster programs. Several during the day. That evening, episodes from the story of My Old
Kentucky Home were enacted at back of the Kentucky Building. 2,000 saw it. Has several pictures on next two pages.
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College Heights Herald, July 30, 1937 - Kentucky Day 1937 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3779
1 First Kentucky Day on July 14 attracted +/- 2,000. The dramatized scenes were shown on the grounds west of the Kentucky Building. There were also other
special events, such as a program of S.C. Foster's music. Dr. Robert McElroy, Princeton University & Harmsworth Professor of American History at Oxford spoke in
Van Meter.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Derby

1982

Includes Derby

Kentucky Derby
Horse racing
Graduation ceremonies

College Heights Herald, 10/12/1982 - Derby 1982 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/583/
May commencement, scheduled for Saturday May 7 has been moved to Sunday May 8 to avoid conflict with the Kentucky Derby.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Education Association - 1857-1905

1857-1905

Includes cards: KEA
Chelf, Carl. Politics of Education
47 In December 1857 a Louisville meeting established Kentucky Association of Teachers (m. Several name changes; since 1932 Kentucky Education Association.)
Legislature chartered it in 1858. One of main aims was to secure the establishment of normal schools. Its Legislative Committee would push this aim.
48 In post-Civil War era local institutes were organized to offer 2-6 week course at county seats. Taught by lawyer, preachers (49) teachers. They were provided for
by law in 1870 & by 1873 almost every county had one. Act of 1888 made attendance compulsory for teachers, but after +/- 1885 the bloom fade.
50 ". . . they delayed the adoption of state normal schools by providing an ineffective substitute."
July 1874 - 1st meeting (Frankfort) of Society for the Advancement of Education in Kentucky. It urged normal schools. State Teachers Association in Aug. 1876
passed (unanimously) resolution calling for at least 1 State Normal School. Superintendents (State) continued to make the call.
151 Act of 1878 provided for a normal school in summer of 1878 & 79 in buildings of Kentucky Military Institute, 10 weeks. 30 1st year; 40 second year.
1881 - Normal Department opened in state A&M College (52) Not well received. Many of students did prep work since they had never finished high school. Also,
females were admitted for 1st time, & many people objected to this.
55 Demands continued, but legislature didn't act. Between 1870 & 1906 many private normal schools were started. In 1880, 16 were active. Several private
colleges added normal departments. One of bet private normal schools was Henry Cherry's at Bowling Green.
36 But they weren't doing an adequate job. Topic received considerable discussion at 1890 Constitutional Convention. But nothing was done.
59 But some progress had been made in developing public interest.
60 KEA was growing & becoming more effective. Some of leaders were R.N. Roark, M.O. Winfrey, Henry Cherry. Few public officials dared challenge it openly.
61 KEA had to combat public ignorance and apathy, plus financial costs.
62 Southern Schools Journal was its official publication. It consistently advocated normal schools.
63 Henry Cherry was elected president of KEA in 1902. During his term he urged creation of a state normal school as chief legislative goal. Movement gained
momentum. Discussed at county & district meetings.
64 Bill providing $25,000 for a bill for a building for the Normal Department at State College was vetoed by J.C.W. Beckham, 1904. KEA criticized Pres. James
Patterson for his attitude.
66 KEA determined to do something. At June 1904 state meeting at Maysville KEA set up (67) organization to create state sentiment in favor of normal school
legislation. To report at June 1905 meeting at Mammoth Cave. Campaign started at once.
70 April 1905, Superintendent of Public Instruction James H. Fuqua held large meeting in Frankfort. Set up committee to work with KEA. Henry Cherry was one of
members, as was James Fuqua. At 1905 Mammoth Cave meeting creation of normal schools was main issue. Talk was of 3 such schools - Eastern, Central,
Western.
71 The 2 committees met at Mammoth Cave & established Kentucky Educational Improvement Commission. A State Campaign Committee - 33 members, 3 from
each Congressional District, usually 2 laymen. Executive Committee of 5 selected by KEA for 3 years; Administrative Council to consist of president, secretary,
treasury. M.O. Winfray was chosen for both president & secretary; E.R. James was treasurer.
72 Executive Committee: Henry Cherry, E.E. Hume, E.H. Mark, J.H. Fuqua, J.A. Sharon. It was to bundle funds & to serve as a legislative committee. It 1st meeting
they decided to give absolute priority to normal schools. The campaign was "one of the most effective and most significant campaign's for the improvement of
education that was ever conducted in the state.
73 Never had so large a group of educators & statesmen combined on an issue.
74 Waged active campaign showing how poorly Kentucky compared with other states.
75 Placed emphasis upon need for good rural schools.
76 A problem was that normal schools usually had a poor reputation.
77 Press reaction was generally favorable.
79 Southern School Journal was especially effective.
80 Funds were raised by voluntary contributions, often from poorly paid teachers.
81 Dec. 16, 1905 - officers & Executive Committee met in Frankfort's Capitol Hotel & planned their campaign strategy. Sent out 8,000 petitions to be returned as
soon as possible to present to the legislature.

Education
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WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Education Association - 1900-1919

Date
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1902-1915

Dabney, Charles. Universal Education II - KEA 1902
354 Says KEA was organized in 1902. Henry Cherry was its first president.
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 1 - KEA 1905
General Correspondence 1903-05
Henry Cherry to Superintendent E.H. Marks, Louisville, June 27, 1905 - On the recent KEA meeting: ". . . the meeting will go down in educational history of the
State as one of the most effective that has assembled in the Commonwealth of Kentucky." Prof. Winfrey was the logical choice for president of the Commission.
Executive Committee. Must help him in all possible ways. "I admit that I was a little troubled while at the Mammoth Cave concerning the Citizens' Movement." But
now thinks no mistakes were made. There seems to be great harmony & great results should be had. Deeply appreciates his interest & his advice. "I am afraid of
most people and I am afraid to talk to them confidentially, but I have never for one second felt this way toward you. I have always had a few strong men to whom I
could go in my business, especially in this city. Several of the local men have been very close to me and confidential with me in my work. They have been sources
of inspiration to me . . . "
State Normal Bulletin, May 1912 - KEA 1912 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8558
16 KEA meets in Louisville June 25-27, 1912. Some 800 Western (& Southern Normal) trained teachers expected. WKU's headquarters will be Galt House Rooms are 75¢, $1.00 or $1.50 per day.
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 2 - KEA 1912-13
General Correspondence 1913
Series of letters Henry Cherry / Superintendent R.L. McFarland, Superintendent; Owensboro. Henry Cherry is very active in planning KEA meetings and policies.
R.L. McFarland to Henry Cherry, March 25, 1913 - Appoints Henry Cherry as head of Special Committee to draft statements of principles for KEA. Appoints 6
superintendents as other members. (Henry Cherry had suggested them.)
Elevator 4:6, April 1913 - KEA 1913 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1920
245 KEA was great success. Hundreds from WKU "made up one of the greatest excursion trains that ever left the city." Henry Cherry, A.J. Kinnaman, Arndt
Stickles, Miss Mattye Reed, Miss Edwards were on program.
Henry Cherry Papers: 76 - KEA 1913
Personal Correspondence 1913-14
Henry Cherry to Jerry T. Cherry, Calhoun, May 13, 1913 - Sends him copy of KEA. Platform that has gotten favorable attention. Says that while a committee issued
it, he actually wrote all of it. Committee accepted his draft without a change.
Elevator 6:6, March 1915 - KEA 1915 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/13
240 No "efficient and up-to-date teacher" can afford to miss it. Special train, etc. from Western. Trip to & from Louisville, meals, 2 days in hotel - under $5.00.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Education Association - 1920-1929
Includes cards: KEA: Get Together
Normal Heights, March 1922 - KEA 1922 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4073
1 Western headquarters will be on Mezzanine Floor, Seelbach Hotel. "Convocation of the Clan" at Macauley's Theatre at 3:30, Thursday, April 13. Directory will be
provided of all teachers available for positions.
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 6 - KEA: Get Together 1929
General Correspondence 1923
Form letter from Henry Cherry to "Dear Friend," April 9, 1923 - Invitation to WKU "Get-Together Meeting" at Seelbach Hotel, 3:30 p.m. Friday, April 20. Hundreds of
former students & Southern Normal. Free.
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 7 - KEA 1923
General Correspondence 1923-24
Henry Cherry to Superintendent W.P. White, Bowling Green, May 3, 1923 - Is embarrassing that Warren County is not 100% KEA members. (WKU is 100%). Can
anything be done about this? "There are people who seem to blame us for something we cannot help."
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 8 - KEA 1924
General Correspondence 1924
Henry Cherry to R.E. Williams, Louisville, May 2, 1924 - Objects to his remarks about "log rollers" from Western Kentucky at KEA election. "I have grown weary of
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being lectured to not as a result of any selfish ambitions on the mar part of its professional affirmation and aggressiveness, made possible by the efforts on the part
of College Heights to influence every student who is to be a teacher, to become an affirmative, active worker for education, for the K.E.A. and to bear the
responsibilities imposed upon every individual in the profession."
Western Normal has been made a target at each KEA meeting when it comes to election of officers, etc. "My only explanation is that it has been active many years;
that it has for many years been doing what other institutions are just now beginning to do . . . I am wondering whether we deserve criticism or admiration."
(R.E. Williams is secretary-treasurer of KEA)
College Heights Herald, 5/7/1925 - KEA 1925 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2228
4 Says KEA was great success. About 700 packed auditorium in Seelbach Hotel in Louisville at 4:00 am Friday, April 24. Meeting of 2 hours, then banquet.
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 10 - KEA 1925
General Correspondence 1925
Henry Cherry to R.E. Williams, Louisville, June 25, 1925 - Much about KEA, especially whether dues should be $1.50 or $2.00. ". . . I have reached the point in my
professional life where I am willing to weed out of the teaching profession any teacher in Kentucky who is not willing to deposit a dollar for the KEA." Wants it to
devote attention to legislation & other matters that concern the whole state.
R.E. Williams, Secretary to Henry Cherry, May 6, 1925 - Seelbach Hotel reports that you actually enrolled 612 - the most you have ever had. (Henry Cherry is on 5
men Board of Directors).
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 10 - KEA 1926
General Correspondence 1926
Henry Cherry to Young Aultchelor, Lousiville, May 10, 1926 -Henry Cherry is currently president of KEA. (probably for 1926-27).
Henry Cherry Papers: 81 - KEA 1926
KEA Correspondence 1926-27 (2)
Henry Cherry to Ralph Hill, Somerset, Sept. 2, 1926 - He is inviting directors of KEA & others to a planning conference at his bungalow or camp on Barren River, 3
miles from town. Will begin Friday, Oct. 1 at 10:00 am & adjourn after dinner on Sunday Oct. 3. KEA will pay for transportation & expenses here will be taken care
of. Can you come?
Henry Cherry to R.E. Williams, Secretary, KEA, Louisville, Dec. 7, 1926 - R.E. Williams sends report for November. "You will note that our expenses are again very
much in excess of our income for the month."
Henry Cherry to R.E. Williams, Sept. 2, 1926 - Referring to the conference at Cherry's camp. "Referring to your fishing tackle, I think it would be fine for you to bring
this along. You might catch a bass but they are very scarce in Barren River. In fact, there are no fish in the river. It is fine, however, for you to have your fishing
tackle with you. Don't fail to bring your bathing suit. Judging from the weather on(?) yesterday you will need it. At any rate everyone of you will have a challenge to
take a swim."
Henry Cherry Papers: 81 - KEA 1926
KEA 1926-1932
Henry Cherry is again president of KEA in 1926-27. Henry Cherry plans active role, tries to get all teachers to join.
Henry Cherry's slogan" "An Equal Opportunity for Every Child in Kentucky." Calls for an equitable distribution of school funds throughout the state. Also, some
equal distribution within a county. He aims at 12,000 at the April meeting - 4,000 more than ever before.
Henry Cherry Papers: 81 - KEA 1927
KEA: Williams Correspondence 1927
Audit Report, Escott, Barnett & Company, Louisville, for year ending June 30, 1927 - Because of large membership income, financial situation improved as well.
Surplus of $2,243.73 during year + an increase of $3,554.58 increase in unexpired membership fees. So KEA is richer by over $5,800 - "for which the
administration deserves hearty commendation." The Kentucky School Journal had a deficit of only $220.76 for the year.
As an indication of how Henry Cherry knows the people in the schools: (Henry Cherry is now on Board of Directors).
Henry Cherry to R.E. Williams, Aug. 1, 1927 - "Do not push McDowell(?) at the present. Give him a little time and he will put the county over. He desires a few more
weeks to make the county 100%. He is seeing the teachers individually." "Warren [rest of card blank]
College Heights Herald, April 1928 - KEA 1928 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2258
1 KEA will meet in Louisville April 18-21. List of outstanding speakers. WKU will be represented by 2,000 student teachers. Special train has been chartered-early
Friday, late Saturday return, $3 round-trip.
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College Heights Herald, May 1928 - KEA 1928 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8505
1 KET [KEA] met in Louisville April 18-21. Special train of 8 cars left Bowling Green early Friday filled to capacity. Non-stop. Left Louisville Saturday at 11:00 p.m.
Says 500 attended the WKU banquet Friday evening.
College Heights Herald, April 1929 - KEA 1929 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2268
1 Special train will leave 3:00 am Friday, return to Bowling Green Saturday night. Round-trip is only $3.00. Instead of an evening banquet, WKU will have a
breakfast Friday morning at 7:00 am in the Crystal Ballroom of the Brown Hotel. Will be free to students & former students.
Teachers College Heights, June 1929 - KEA 1929 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8469
5 As usual, Western headquarters will be at the Seelbach Hotel in Louisville. But the meeting will be a breakfast instead of dinner, & it will be held in Brown Hotel.
All present & former students will be guests of the school. (7:00 am, Friday, April 19). Crystal Ball Room. A motion picture film of WKU will be shown. Promises no
call for subscriptions for Kentucky Library at this meeting.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Education Association - 1930-1939
Teachers College Heights, Feb. 1930 - KEA 1930 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8457
4 Gives details about KEA - But breakfast will cost 50¢. WKU will run special train, leaving Bowling Green early Friday morning, April 18 and returning late
Saturday night.
University: History - KEA 1930
Faculty Minutes 1907-33, March 26, 1930 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8526
Henry Cherry urged importance of KEA membership, so it was ". . . unanimously agreed that the Bursar should deduct the fee from the next salary check."
Oct. 2, 1933 - Henry Cherry, on 100% KEA membership: "He made the statement that it is naturally understood that the institution is always one hundred per cent
behind the KEA and the Third District Teachers Association, and that no outside pressure is necessary in order to put this into effect."
College Heights Herald, April 1930 - KEA 1930 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2275
1 KEA will be April 16-19 in Columbia Auditorium in Louisville. Finley Grise & Gordon Wilson will appear on program. The breakfast was so successful it will be
continued. Price 50¢. Special train will leave 3:00 am, Friday and return Saturday night - $3.00, round trip.
College Heights Herald, April 1931 - KEA 1931 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2285
1 Classes will be dismissed Friday, April 17 for KEA. Special train. Western breakfast at 7:00 am Friday. Several WKU faculty members will appear on the
program.
Henry Cherry Papers: 20 - KEA 1933
General Correspondence
Henry Cherry to R.E. Williams, Executive Secretary, KEA, Louisville, Aug. 29, 1933 - Henry Cherry says WKU will be 100% enrolled in KEA, but it would be better
not to announce it until he can present it to the faculty and it has taken formal action.
Henry Cherry Papers: 21 - KEA 1934
General Correspondence 1934
Henry Cherry to J.H. Payne, Morehead, April 5, 1934 - Henry Cherry will & is actively supporting J.H. Payne for KEA president. Will try to prevent anyone from the
west seeking the post. Henry Cherry says he had privately withdrawn from any effort to --- the organization.
College Heights Herald, April 27, 1934 - KEA 1934 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3717
1 Met in Louisville April 19-21, worked to get special legislature session to secure more aid for education. Several WKU faculty members appeared on the program.
Over(?) 500 attended WKU breakfast in Crystal Ballroom, Brown Hotel. Governor Ruby Laffoon spoke. Dr. Henry Cherry spoke.
Teachers College Heights, March 1935 - KEA 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2072
19 Headquarters for WKU at KEA as usual will be the mezzanine floor of Seelbach hotel. School representatives will be there at all times. Over 800 guests were at
the breakfast last year. Crystal Ballroom of Brown Hotel at 7:30 a.m., Friday, April 12. 50¢ "President H.H. Cherry will be in the chair and 'The Spirit of Western will
be abroad in the land.'"
College Heights Herald, April 26, 1935 - KEA 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3740
1 WKU Breakfast had about 800 with 100 being turned away for lack of room.
Paul Garrett Papers: 8 - KEA
Kentucky Education Association
List of speakers at KEA breakfasts, 1937 through 1954. None was held 1943, 1944, 1945.
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College Heights Herald, Monday, March 27, 1939 - KEA 1939 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3813
1 7th annual WKU breakfast will be in Crystal Ballroom of Brown Hotel on Friday, April 14. Over 800 expected to attend. Tickets are 50¢ each.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Education Association - 1940-1959

1942-1959

Includes cards: KEA Breakfast
Paul Garrett Papers: 3 - KEA Breakfast 1942
1941-1946 O
Paul Garrett to W.F. O'Donnell, Eastern Kentucky University, Feb. 9, 1942 - Our only change in the KEA breakfast ist that it will cost 65¢ instead of 50¢. We never
use outside speaker; short (3-5 minutes) speeches by 1 faculty, 1 student, 1 alumni. "I think our breakfast is the finest spirit builder we have. I hope the colelge
breakfast may never be discontinued."
College Heights Herald, March 26, 1943 - KEA 1943 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4497
1 KEA will not be held this year because of the war. The Executive Board will continue to fight for a $100 per month minimum salary.
College Heights Herald, Friday, March 15, 1946 - KEA 1946 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4536
1 WKU's traditional KEA breakfast will be resumed on Friday April 12 at 8:00 a.m. in Brown Hotel. Will be limited to 250 because of shortage of help. Tickets are
65¢
College Heights Herald, Thursday, April 17, 1947 - KEA 1947 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4551
1 Classes will be dismissed at noon Thursday for KEA. WKU breakfast will be on Friday in Crystal Ballroom of Brown Hotel.
Paul Garrett Papers: 10 - KEA 1949
KEA 1940-1949
Paul Garrett to "Dear Faculty Members," Jan. 19, 1947 - WKU wasn't listed in KEA Journal as being 100% although, as always, we had voted to be so at faculty
meeting in fall. Like some of you, I'd forget to pay the $3 dues to Miss [Florence] Schneider. "I have now paid mine." Won't you do likewise?
College Heights Herald, April 4, 1952 - KEA 1952 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2869
1 Classes will be dismissed at 5:00 p.m. Wednesday April 16 so students and faculty can attend KEA. Breakfast will be Friday in Crystal Ballroom of Brown Hotel.
WKU headquarters will also be in Brown Hotel.
College Heights Herald, April 27, 1956 - KEA 1956 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2922
1 Overflow crowd of more than 600 attended WKU breakfast on April 13. Crystal Ballroom, Brown Hotel.
College Heights Herald, April 26, 1957 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2929
1 Largest crowd ever - about 700 - attended the Western breakfast at KEA.
College Heights Herald, April 24, 1959 - KEA 1959 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4615
1 Over 800 people attended WKU's KEA breakfast on Friday, April 17 in the Crystal Ballroom, Brown Hotel. 25 couldn't be seated. Largest crowd in history of the
event.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 18 - KEA 1959
Faculty Meetings
Agenda for Faculty Meeting, Dec. 16, 1959 - 116 faculty members belong to KEA; only 12 have not pledged.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Education Association - 1960-1980
Includes cards: KEA: Breakfast
Kelly Thompson Papers: 20 - KEA: Breakfast 1960
KEA: Breakfast
687 breakfasts were served at the Brown Hotel on April 22, 1960.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 45 - KEA: Breakfast
KEA: Western Breakfast, Memo: Robert C. Cochran to Kelly Thompson, Feb. 12, 1965. Report of plates served at breakfast since 1955.
1956 502
1957 521
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1958 564
1959 641
1960 687
1961 697
1962 688
1963 734
1964 818 (788)
1965 713 (691 charged)
1966 644 (625 charged)
1967 571 (566 charged)
Requested 750 for this year.
College Heights Herald, April 21, 1965 - KEA 1965 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3867
2 Reports capacity crowd at KEA breakfast on April 9 in Brown Hotel.
Dero Downing Papers: 56 - KEA 1965
KEA 1965
List of all faculty & staff & who have been members 1963-64, 1964-65 & who has contributed to flower fund. Most people contributed to flower fund. Except for
Agriculture & Education, most departments have only a minority(?) who are members. Most department heads are members.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 35 - KEA Breakfast 1966
Anonymous
Anonymous to Kelly Thompson, Raymond Cravens, Dero Downing, Chairman of Board of Regents, April 8, 1966 (Someone has made detailed comparison with 2
letters from Claude Rose & is convinced that he is the author). - "The Western KEA Breakfast has been a repulsive experience for many of us who attend
regularly." "Excessive crowing about growth of Western." Morehead State University has grown faster, others as ---. Excessive adulation of athletes, especially
basketball. ? Attempt to justify fuling made by a faculty committee last Dec. Majority of us feel that the incident was ill-advised & was embarrassment.
Please stress:
1. Desire to create climate worthy of the new university.
2. Outline a program for academic progress, not just buildings
3. More lectures & cultural programs.
"Let us not delude ourselves - the atmosphere on the hill at the moment leans toward the anti-intellectual and the anti-cultured. Everything else takes a back seat
when someone begins to dribble a basketball!"
Dero Downing Papers: Box 56 - KEA 1969
KEA 1968-69
Brown Hotel served 406 plates at $2.25 per plate. Last year - 454 plates. This (406) is lowest total since records began with 1956.
Dero Downing Papers: Box 55 - KEA 1970
KEA 1970
(I was on the program for faculty/staff). 317 plates at $2.50. Last breakfast. Peak attendance was in 1964. (In 1971 a reception replaced the breakfast.) (But
Eastern Kentucky University had about 200, Murray State University 140, Morehead State University 50-60).
College Heights Herald, Friday, April 17, 1970 - KEA Breakfast 1970 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4943
3 President Dero Downing presided over WKU breakfast in Brown Hotel this morning. Speakers included: Romeo Crennel, Lowell Harrison, John L. Smith.
Informational Notes (President) - KEA Breakfast 1971 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1509
The traditional Western Breakfast at KEA will be replaced by a reception in the Mirror Room of the Kentucky Hotel, 3-8 pm Thursday, April 15. The Brown Hotel's
Crystal Ballroom is no longer available.
Kelly Thompson Interview, 10/20/1977 - KEA - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/893
Carlton Jackson: Mm-hmm. What about organizations like KEA and NEA? Do you think that their image has deteriorated in recent years? Do you think Western, for
example, supports KEA today as much as it used to?
Kelly Thompson: No. I think the image of the Kentucky Education Association and the image of the National Education Association changed so much that there is
considerably less support for these two organizations on the campus today. However, I'm not really the one to go into that very far, because up until the time that I
stepped down as president of Western, the KEA annual convention had been traditionally a time of very active participation by Western. For years, going back to
the time when I first started working for Western, we'd always maintained a KEA headquarters. We set up our tables and our decorations in our little staked off area
in the lobby at one of the leading hotels in Louisville a couple days before the convention began and took it down after the last program had been concluded. It
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became a meeting place for alumni and friends. Then we had a truly unique event - the KEA Breakfast - every year held annually in the crystal ballroom of the
Brown Hotel. It was amazing what happened there. Alumni and others get up early in the morning no matter how inclement the weather or whatnot and be present
at that breakfast. And each year there was such a heavy attendance that the ballroom was always filled to capacity and many times we had to spill over into other
areas to accommodate the crowd. And it was a combination of old-fashioned get-together, all day speaking with dinner on the ground, pep rally, and reunion. It was
tailored to last about an hour and fifteen minutes, the whole thing. Now we ran this right up through my administration, and the changing attitudes or the
developments which have transpired in recent years had not affected the program at that time. So, shortly after I stepped down as president of Western, the Board
of Directors of the KEA restructured the organization, and the mass convention for all educators in Kentucky became more what I might call 'compartmentalized' or
departmentalized. And then with changing times it moved primarily out to Freedom Hall and the personal touch of the great traditional meeting downtown was
affected. And since that time it's all changed, so I'm told. Since that time I have not been a direct participant; therefore I can't say much about that, but, I tell you,
across this state and throughout the world there are Western alumni who have among their memories one of the most pleasant of all in that respect their reunion
association with KEA, their reunion association with friends at KEA at the Western headquarters and the Western breakfast which really were traditions in this
institution.
College Heights Herald, Thursday, Jan. 24, 1980 - KEA 1980 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5617
2 The Kentucky Education Association President's Citation has been given recently to 22 Kentuckians. Among them: Dr. J.T. Sandefur for continuous support for
KEA and teachers in general. Mr. Tom Jones for work in organizing the Council of Senate - Faculty Leaders.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Education Association Meeting

1916

Western Normal Letter, Feb. 1916 - KEA Meeting 1916 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/6889
4 Railroad rate of $250, Louisville round-trip, has been obtained for those who wish to attend Louisville meeting of Kentucky Education Association. Special train
will leave Bowling Green at 5:30 am, Friday, April 21; will leave Louisville at 5:30 pm, Saturday, April 22. "Practically the entire faculty and student-body will
compose the party." All urged to attend the banquet.
7 It is sponsored by the Cherry Club of Louisville & Jefferson County.
8 Banquet will be at Seelbach Hotel, 4:30 - 8:00. Price of meal is $1.00. It will be one of largest banquets ever held in Louisville.
6 (In bold type) "Every member of the faculty of the Western Normal will attend the banquet; the wives of those who are married will be there; will you be there?"

Meetings

March 1916 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/6888
4 Hotel rates at Louisville Hotel: 5¢ - $1, Galt House $1 - $4, Henry Watterson $1 - $4, Seelbach $2 - $6, Stag 50¢ - $1.00
May 1916 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/6903
4 Says over 500 attended the banquet - an outstanding success.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Education Association: Membership

1955-1969

Kelly Thompson Papers: 20 - Kentucky Education Association: Membership
KEA: Membership
Chart for all colleges in Kentucky; private & public. In 1955-56: WKU had 84 KEA (1st place) and 4 NEA (8th)
In 1956-57: WKU had 99 in KEA (1st) and 14 NEA (5th)
Business office supplied Kelly Thompson with lists of the faculty members who were members.
Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson, Feb. 9, 1961 - One of lists is for 7 people who indicated that they did not prefer to join KEA.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 45 - KEA Membership 1969
KEA Membership
Appeal from President of WKU's KEA Unit John Scarborough to Faculty & Staff, Jan. 14, 1969 - Appeals for members. WKU only has 62 and ---. University of
Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky University, Morehead State University and Murray State University.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Education Association: Membership

1913-1924

WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Education Association: Rates
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 2 - KEA: Rates 1913
General Correspondence 1913
Henry Cherry to Mr. William Brown, Russellville, March 20, 1913 - Henry Cherry appreciates(?) being $2.50 round trip rate to Louisville, but could they get $2.00 for
KEA? Would make a big difference in number that will go. Will "be individually(?) responsible(?)" for at least 600 at $2 & thinks it could go above 800 at that rate.
(--- has not been able to give him transportation for 1913.)

Transportation
Railroad travel
Railroads

Henry Cherry Papers: Box 8 - KEA - Rates 1924
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General Correspondence 1924
R.O. Pusey, L&N General Passenger Agent, Louisville to Henry Cherry, March 6, 1924 - Will be glad to run special trains to KEA. Leave Bowling Green 5:15 am,
April 25; leave Louisville 11:00 pm, April 26. $3.50 per person, minimum of 300 adult fares. No publicity or advertising except in the school.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Heritage

1969-1971

Includes cards: Kentucky Heritage ETV

Television broadcasting
Television programs

Kelly Thompson Papers: 45 - Kentucky Heritage 1969
Kentucky Heritage Program
Dero Downing (Vice President) to Barnaby C. Keeney, Chairman, National Endowment for the Humanities, March 25, 1969 - Pleased that WKU has received grant
for $34,710 for support of "Kentucky Heritage." Dr. Kenneth Clarke will be directing it.
Western Alumnus 40:2 Fall 1971 - Kentucky Heritage ETV 1971 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2338
28 1969 National Endowment for the Humanities grant. Produced: "Kentucky Heritage in Jesse Stuart's Writing;" "Kentucky Heritage from the South Union
Shakers;" Folk Architecture in Kentucky." Renewal of application in 1970-71 led to 3 more: "The Kentucky Long Rifle in Revival;" "Traditional Quilting in Kentucky;"
and "Traditional Tools in Revival."
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference

1925-1948

Includes cards:
KIAC Tournament
KIAC Win

Basketball
Basketball players

University: History - KIAC 1925
Faculty Minutes 1907-33 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8531
Jan. 20, 1925
L.T. Smith reported meeting of Athletic Committee chairmen from Kentucky Wesleyan, University of Louisville, Transylvania & WKU in Louisville on Dec. 22, 1924.
They agreed to submit for approval of their faculties constitution & bylaws of Kentucky College Athletic Association. To be: Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference. (Gives the constitution). Each school is to prevent: "Proselytizing: The offering of inducements to players to enter college because of their athletic
abilities, or supporting the maintaining players while in college, either by athletic organizations, by individuals, by alumni, directly or indirectly." Annual dues were
$25.00. "Migratory Rule" prohibited transfers of athletes except pre-med & pre-dental students. No training table is allowed for any sport. Any coach who violates
these rules will be disbarred & school that then employs him will be expelled. Faculty accepted it.
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 9 - KIAC 1925
General Correspondence 1925
L.T. Smith to C.L. Pyatt, Chairman Faculty Athletics Committee, Transylvania, Jan. 21, 1925 - Says WKU faculty last evening approved unanimously the proposed
bylaws & constitution for Kentucky Athletic Conference. Hopes we can proceed rapidly with it.
College Heights Herald, Feb. 8, 1935 - KIAC 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3733
1 E.A. Diddle's Hilltoppers will defend KIAC title for 4th straight year at tournament on Feb. 21-23. Will be held at WKU. Western & Murray State University are
favored. Other teams are: Berea, University of Louisville, Eastern Kentucky University, Georgetown College, Transylvania University, Morehead State University,
Union College, Wesleyan, Centre College.
4 40¢ & 75¢ for single games; $1.50 for entire series. Publicity Bureau will issue 44 page program that will cost only 10¢.
College Heights Herald, Thursday, Feb. 21, 1935 - KIAC 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3732
1 E.A. Diddle's team has scored 743 points to 512 in 19 games. WKU has won tournament 3 years in row. Beat University of Louisville in 1934 by 13-12. KIAC
tournament started in 1926. 1st 8 played in Winchester at Kentucky Wesleyan. 9th - Louisville. 10th - WKU
College Heights Herald, March 8, 1935 - KIAC 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3763
4 WKU beat Georgetown 37-10. WKU beat Morehead State University 12-4 (no one scored 1st 13 minutes of 2nd half; a sub sat by timer for 4 minutes before
getting into game.) WKU beat Murray State University 23-20 for 4th straight title. Hardin, Mutchler & Hickman made all tournament team.
College Heights Herald, April 27, 1934 - KIAC Tournament 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3717
4 The 1935 KIAC basketball tournament will be held at WKU by 6-5 vote. (Some sentiment in favor of dropping the tournament in favor of a round robin schedule.
College Heights Herald, Friday, March 5, 1937 - KICA Win 1937 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8663
4 WKU won its 6th consecutive KIAC tournament held at Richmond last weekend. WKU beat Eastern Kentucky University 28-17, Wesleyan 51-26, Transylvania
53-36, (final) Murray State University 30-18. 8 men on KIAC team, regardless of position. WKU had McCrocklin, Saddler, Dudgeon. No one else had more than
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one.
College Heights Herald, March 27, 1939 - KIAC 1939 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3813
4 The 7 non-state teams in KIAC are considering withdrawing & forming a conference of their own. The 4 state schools have tended to dominate it.
College Heights Herald, March 12, 1943 - KIAC 1943 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4469
10 WKU beat Murray State University 42-39 in KIAC semi-finals on Saturday afternoon, Feb. 27. WKU trailed at half 22-12. Subs were important. Spears took over
when McK. Fouled out with 16 minutes to go in 2nd half. Labhart was off so E.A. Diddle moved Downing to forward & put Dee Gibson in at guard. WKU tied it at
30-30. That night WKU beat Morehead State University 46-35 as John Oldham came off bench to stop Morehead's star & score 7 points himself. WKU has won
KIAC 11 of last 12 years.
11 Sydnor & Ray made all KIAC team
12 WKU beat Berea 54-37 in its 1st KIAC tournament game.
College Heights Herald, Friday, Feb. 11, 1944 - KIAC 1944 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4508
7 The KIAC basketball tournament has been abandoned for the rest of the war, it was announced on Feb. 2. Of 11 teams: Berea, Morehead State University &
University of Louisville agreed to play. WKU would play if tournament was held in a KIAC gym. Georgetown would play just to help out. Murray State University
voted no. Rest of schools have suspended basketball.
College Heights Herald, Feb. 7, 1947 - KIAC 1947 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4556
6 KIAC tournament will be held at Louisville Armory Feb. 20-22. WKU & Eastern Kentucky University should meet in final. WKU will play Centre College in 1st
game. Others in bracket are University of Louisville, Georgetown College, Berea. 6 in other bracket.
College Heights Herald, Feb. 21, 1947 - KIAC - 1947 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4555
1 WKU beat Centre College 63-23, Feb. 20
4 Coaches of WKU call Dee Gibson "the greatest defensive player in America." In recent games he has allowed 5 players only 1 goal each and blocked 2 others. In
2 games he held Sonny Allen of Morehead State University, state's leading scorer, to 3 baskets.
11 WKU lost to Eastern Kentucky University 49-46, Feb. 15. Eastern Kentucky University fouled constantly to prevent shooting.
College Heights Herald, March 7, 1947 - KIAC 1947 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4554
6 WKU beat Centre College 65-23 with subs playing most of the time. Don Ray was rested; Odie Spears, ill with flu, didn't score. WKU beat University of Louisville
76-52 (Friday) Dee Gibson 19. WKU beat Georgetown (Saturday afternoon) 56-38 Don Ray 18. Toppers didn't extend themselves. WKU beat Eastern Kentucky
University 54-43 in final. Dee Gibson had 14, held opponent to 3. Odie Spears 17
7 WKU beat University of Hawaii 67-37 (March 1) to end season at 22-4 Odie Spears 20. WKU placed 4 men on All-KIAC team: Dee Gibson, Chalmers Embry,
Don Ray, Odie Spears
College Heights Herald, Friday, Feb. 27, 1948 - KIAC 1948 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4570
1 WKU opened KIAC defense yesterday with 87-51 win over Berea. R-played most of game, but this was a new scoring record for KIAC tournament.
March 12, 1948 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4569
10 WKU beat Eastern Kentucky University 62-52 in what many people called the best played game of the year in the Armory (Louisville). Dee Gibson 17 points &
"marvelous flow game." WKU won its 13th KIAC crown by beating University of Louisville 63-62 before 7,800 fans. Don Ray made --- in last few seconds to win it.
WKU has won 13 of last 15 tournaments. In last seconds University of Louisville fouled 3 times, but WKU elected to take ball out-of-bounds each time & there was
no more scoring.
11 For 1st time in KIAC history, all 5 WKU starters made KIAC team - Dee Gibson, Don Ray, Odie Spears, Oran McKinney, John Oldham. It was 3rd time for Don
Ray (Henry Hardin, Harry Sadler, & Peek Hickman all made it 3 times.) Joe Creason in Sunday's Courier-Journal (March 7?) had story about freshman Diddle and
Gish on trip to New York City during season. Squad went one day to eat in the Automat where coins are fed into slots & food shot(?) out. One freshman was
grinning widely with 5 pieces of pie when Ted Hornback came by, asked if he didn't have enough? "What, quit while I'm hitting like this?" And he put in another
coin.
WKU scored 1663 points in regular season for a new team record 69.3 average. Odie Spears 371, John Oldham 279, Don Ray 267, Dee Gibson 237, Oran
McKinney 164, Charlie Parsley 137. --- was complimenting Coach E.A. Diddle on his son Eddie, said he was big for a freshman. E.A. Diddle: "Oh, I don't know; he's
just about the size I was when I was his size."
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
College Heights Herald, May 1927 - Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association 1927 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2550
1 KIPA was organized at Danville, May 20-21 with 6 colleges represented. (Transylvania, Centre, Wesleyan, Georgetown, University of Kentucky & WKU). College
Heights Herald judged second to University of Kentucky Kernal. (90 to 92 points). College Heights Herald got 1st for editorial page.
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WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Invitational Tournament

1955

College Heights Herald, Nov. 4, 1955 - KIT 1955 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2904
1 Kelly Thompson resigned as tournament director of the Kentucky Invitational Tournament and as a member of the board of directors. 1953 was 1st year. WKU,
Eastern Kentucky University, Murray State University, University of Louisville, Xavier University, University of Houston, Siena, Villanova. WKU won. 1954 University of Louisville, WKU, Eastern Kentucky University, Murray State University. University of Louisville won. 1955 - University of Louisville, WKU, Eastern
Kentucky University, Murray State University, Morehead State University & 3 outstanding teams. Officials will contact State Fair Officials to see about using 18,000
seat Fairgrounds arena instead of the Armory that seats 8,000.

Basketball

WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Library

1925-1981

College Heights Herald, 1/29/1925 - Kentucky Library 1925 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2222
7 Says Miss Gabrielle Robertson is collecting old books in her American history classes.

Libraries

Henry Cherry Papers: 14 - Kentucky Library 1929
General Correspondence 1929
"G.R." (?) [Gabrielle Robertson] to Mrs. Mary Edmunds Barnhill, Glasgow, Oct. 4, 1929 - Delighted at prospect of receiving some of your father's books for our
Kentucky Library.
"R" to W.T. Duncan, Russellville, Sept. 20, 1929 - If he will be at home Sept. 24, about 4 p.m., Mr. Gordon Wilson of English Department will come to go over the
old books you are willing to donate to the Kentucky Library.
Teachers College Heights, Nov. 1932 - Kentucky Library 1932 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1962
10 Says it is rapidly "assuming tangible shape" under direction of Mrs. M.A. Leiper. 5,000 volumes have been added & more each week. Clippings, maps, diaries,
letters, etc.
Henry Cherry Papers: 20 - Kentucky Library 1933
General Correspondence 1933
Emanie Sachs, New York City to Henry Cherry, Oct. 8, 1933 - Congratulations "on the extraordinary work Mary Leiper is doing! I went all over the state looking for
historical material and the collections that Mrs. Leiper has assembled in such a short time, is really marvelous."
Henry Cherry to Emanie Sachs, Oct. 17, 1933 - Says Kentucky Library "will be far more extensive in the future than it is now."
Senate Journal, Jan. 15, 1934 - Library Materials for the Kentucky Library 1934
179 SB53 An Act to authorize the County Clerks as ex-officio County Librarians, to give the Kentucky Library certain documents, books and other library material at
their discretion. Introduced by Sen. Ray B. Moss, referred to Library and Historical Records Committee and ordered printed.
754 SB53 Introduced and read for the first time.
Henry Cherry Papers: 21 - Kentucky Library 1934
General Correspondence 1934
Henry Cherry to Mayor & Council, Bowling Green, Feb. 1, 1934 - Is writing same letter to Warren Circuit(?) Court & Judge of Court. Would like to preserve records
of historical value. Will put them in good order, hold them in our library subject to your order.
College Heights Herald, Friday, July 2, 1937 - Kentucky Library 1937 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3769
1 Silas Bent, noted writer, spoke at chapel on June 28. He spent time in the Kentucky Library gathering material for articles and a book.
College Heights Herald, Jan. 13, 1939 - Kentucky Library 1939 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3809
2 Gayle R. Carver is in charge of a WPA project for classifying Kentucky Library & Museum materials. Former student, worked on Greenville newspaper. Has staff
of 13 to help him. Will take 6 months to complete the project.
Paul Garrett Papers: 3 - Kentucky Library 1942
1941-46 E
Paul Garrett to Harry Ennis, General Assembly, Jan. 15, 1942 - About getting bills passed giving documents to Kentucky Library. --- permission for county court
clerk to place materials in our custody.
Mrs. Mary Moore to Harry Ennis, Jan. 14, 1942 - Encloses law relating to University of Kentucky (?) & Historical Society. (Legal precedent?)
Paul Garrett Papers: 6 - Kentucky Library 1943
Kentucky Building 1940-1946
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Paul Garrett to Randolph G. Adams, William L. Clements Library, Ann Arbor, Feb. 27, 1943 - Regrets that McGregor Fund grant is to be discontinued. It has been
of great benefit to us.
Randolph Adams to Paul Garrett, Feb. 16, 1943 - You have been receiving $500 per year. But trustees of the fund have had to suspend it for duration of the war.
You have balance of about $250. Ask Mrs. Mary Moore to use it before June 1, 1943.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 17 - Kentucky Library 1959
Director of Library Services
Margie Helm to Kelly Thompson, July 15, 1959 - Her duties should have been better defined when she was made director. "They were clear to me and I assumed
that they would be to Elizabeth [Combs]. She, I found, thought that what Mrs. [Mary] Moore had done was her field separately, and that I was an adviser. And she
does advise with me. But she resents the suggestion of a change and she wants me to do no actual work with her books and manuscripts. With Gayle [Carver] I
have no difficulty."
"Never discourage a student who wants to see a book even if it is rare . . . Policies should not be unchangeable. As situations change, policies can be adjusted to
meeting changing conditions."
Kelly Thompson Papers: 17 - Kentucky Library 1964
Division of Library Services
Margie Helm, Director to Kelly Thompson, March 16, 1964 - Miss Elizabeth Combs retires June 30 but is willing to work until the end of summer school if we need
her. Recommends that we accept. Hope Julia Neal can be here to work with her.
Bowling Green Daily News, June 17, 1964 - Kentucky Library 1964
Miss Julia Neal has been appointed director of Kentucky Library & Museum. Miss Martha Orendorf will become librarian of the Kentucky Library. Mr. Gayle Carver,
there since 1947, will be Kentucky Museum Librarian. Miss Elizabeth Combs will retire this summer. Miss Julia Neal: BS 1931 (WKU), MA 1933 (WKU). Taught
English at WKU 1933-43. 1943-44 Graduate work University of Michigan. 1944 - Dean of Residence, Kingswood School for Girls (Mich.) 1946 Associate professor
of English at Florence State College, Alabama.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 16 - Kentucky Library 1965
Department of English
Russell H. Miller to Kelly Thompson, Feb. 12, 1965 - Has presented copy of his doctoral project, "Giants Lie Sleeping" to Kentucky Library at request of Miss Julia
Neal. Couldn't have been done with [out] the Kentucky Library material - Columbia University & New York City libraries couldn't help. "I am sure that you are well
aware of the great value of this collection as a part of Western. But, I am afraid that the community and the state of Kentucky do not realize the great treasury of
resource materials that has been developed here.
"Somehow sometime someone should put another star in the crowns of Garbrielle [sic] Robertson for the original idea and that of Mary Leiper Moore for her
devotion and diplomacy in its development. I have expressed my sincere gratitude to each of them."
Kelly Thompson Papers: 45 - Kentucky Library 1966
Kentucky Building
Several letters re: Lewis-Starling Collection.
Dero Downing to Mrs. Marjorie Lawson, Hopkinsville, March 10,1966 - Confirms sale be her for $4,000 (check) + $5,850 (rest of appraisal value) as a tax free gift to
the University. Payment from special fund (Helm) in College Heights Foundation.
Dero Downing to Mrs. C.M. Ellis, Nashville, Sept. 6, 1967 - Check for $1000 for the Courtney Ellis River Collection.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 45 - Kentucky Library
Kentucky Building
Several letters thanking Miss Gabie Robertson for her contributions to the Robertson Restoration Book Fund account.
1966 $1,000
1967 1,500
1967 500
1968 1,000
1968 1,000
1969 1,500
1969 1,000
[total] $7,500
Western Alumnus, 37:1 Summer 1969 - Kentucky Library 1969 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8839
12-13 Allan Trout and Janice Holt Giles have donated collections to the Kentucky Library.
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Dero Downing Papers: 53 - Kentucky Library 1972
Kentucky Library & Museum 1972
Memo: Julia Neal to Earl Wassom, July 27, 1972 - Protests against the --- that ordering & purchasing of books & journals must go through the libraries services
general process. Was not given an opportunity to express an opinion. This plan is not feasible for the unique purchasing of rare items where direct & immediate
dealer contact is necessary.
Kentucky Library - Kentucky Library 1972
As of Dec. 31, 1971 the Martin-Robertson Rare Book Trust Fund had a balance of $3,985.02. As of Dec. 31, 1970 the Robertson Restoration Fund had a balance
of $12,512.47.
Western Alumnus 42:6 Fall 1973 - Kentucky Library 1973 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8848
38 Dr. & Mrs. Alfred L. Crabb have established special fund for benefit of Kentucky Library & Museum. He was professor of education at WKU 1916-1922 and a
long-time friend of Henry Cherry.
Talk with Gayle Carver, Oct. 16, 1981 - Kentucky Library
Gayle Carver said Miss Elizabeth Combs so restricted the use of materials that people would flock in on her half day off so he could get out materials for them.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Museum

1982-1984

College Heights Herald, 8/26/1982 - Kentucky Museum 1982 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/572
Kentucky Museum received $11,000 grant from National Endowment for the Humanities to complete exhibit: "Growing Up Victorian - A Kentucky Childhood." Got
$30,000 grant in April. Scheduled to open March 28, 1983.

Museums
Exhibitions

On Campus, July 16, 1984 - Kentucky Museum 1984 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8616
National Endowment for the Humanities has awarded $15,000 planning grant for an exhibit on Green River Region. Chief researcher - Helen Crocker.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Programs

1937

Henry Cherry Papers: 29 - Kentucky Programs 1937
Special Correspondence M
Henry Cherry to Dr. Robert McElroy, Princeton University, March 25, 1937 - Starting this summer, WKU plans to offer "a series of annual programs devoted
exclusively to Kentucky subjects and interests. We expect this occasion to become a definite and permanent part of the school's activities." July 9 is date.
Emphasis upon Kentucky music, but with a moving address - --- to whole series. Because of finances, can only offer $200. Very much wants you to come. You are
native of Kentucky & many of your kin live in Bowling Green & rest of Kentucky.
Henry Cherry to Robert McElroy, June 8, 1937 - Delighted he will be here July 14.
Robert McElroy to Henry Cherry, April 12, 1937 (From Oxford, England) - Can't be there July 9 because of other speeches; could date be changed?
Henry Cherry to Robert McElroy, May 3, 1937 - July 14 would be fine. Delighted.
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Southern College
Regents Minutes, Sept. 21, 1968 - Kentucky Southern College - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1968/qtrly/3/
Kelly Thompson met with Board in coffee session before the meeting. At meeting he explained efforts of WKU to assist Kentucky Southern College. WKU was
approached by Kentucky Southern's president on Sept. 7, 1968. It seems to meet all Southern Association of Colleges & Schools requirements except financial
stability. Needs to build its enrollment to 1,000. But solution is to issue $4,200,000 first mortgage parity bonds. "We have sought this type of refinancing from
December 1967 to July 25, 1968." But time has run out on Kentucky Southern. On Saturday, Sept. 7, 1968 President of Kentucky Southern Requested conference
with WKU people. Met on Sept. 8. Same day, Kentucky Southern Trustees voted to ask WKU to act as guarantor for $4,200,000 bond issue. Mortgage would be
secured by 238 acre campus & other assets. Guarantee would not go beyond 5 years. If Kentucky Southern defaults, WKU would assume liabilities and get title to
the campus. Approved unanimously by board. In news release (given here) Kelly Thompson "emphasized the need for cooperative action between the public and
private sectors of higher education."
Kentucky Southern - President Rollins Burhans
Oct. 9, 1968 - Kelly Thompson Reported on developments. Oct. 7 meeting of Council on Public Higher Education - it was indicated that Attorney General would be
asked --- the legality. "He further stated that Western's position, which was simply an effort to help a private college in financial distress, had been misconstrued by
some persons in the state, especially as evidenced in newspaper editorials." Initiative came from Kentucky Southern. "Western will not go on the defensive."
Louisville Times, Sept. 24, 1968 - Kentucky Southern 1968
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Editorial: Proposed merger with University of Louisville fell through when friends raised over $1,000,000 to keep it going, temporarily. Now Kelly Thompson made
offer to guarantee bond sale. First of all, is it legal? Doubtful. Then, is it in the public interest? Doesn't think so. If it failed, would WKU open branch on outskirts of
Louisville? He said that 2 years of careful budgeting would be necessary but WKU could do it without hurting program. Seems to indicate WKU has a sizeable
amount of money lying around. Careful investigation needed.
Lexington Herald, Sept. 24, 1968 - Kentucky Southern 1968
"President Kelly Thompson of Western Kentucky University is a great educational administrator, and under his leadership the Bowling Green institution has moved
steadily - indeed dramatically - from strength to strength.
"We fear, however, that the strong wine of success may be proving too heady for President Thompson and his Board of Regents; and that under its intoxicating
exuberance, they have launched a venture in educational imperialism likely to inflict deep and ugly scars in the Commonwealth's program of higher education."
". . . the Western-Southern deal represents a bare-faced power grab by a single institution in an area where all of Kentucky's institutions have an interest which
transcends that of any single institution or any combination of institutions."
Last week State Council on Public Higher Education me. Kelly Thompson was not present, & the Council was not informed of the proposed deal although it had
already been agreed upon. "Such effrontery offends the statute under which the Council operates . . . " It should take firm disapproval at Oct. 7 meeting.
Paducah Sun Democrat, 9/25/1968 - Kentucky Southern College 1968
Editorial. WKU has agreed to underwrite $4,200,000 bond issue for Kentucky Southern College at Louisville. "Whether it is illegal is, in large measure,
inconsequential. It is a clearly illogical arrogant, and on this basis the plan ought to be abandoned." Regents are empowered to issue bonds to meet the needs of
WKU, but that doesn't apply here. If it failed, WKU could take over 238 [acre] campus appraised at $7,500,000. "But it would be the height of something ridiculous
for Western University to get involved in having a campus at Louisville." Certainly hopes that WKU & other state schools are not trying to establish their own
community colleges.
Lexington-Leader, Sept. 26, 1968 - Kentucky Southern 1968
Says proposal is neither legal nor in the public interest. "Thus, while it is clear that Kentucky Southern College should be saved from financial ruin, it is equally clear
that Western Kentucky University is not the proper institution to save it."
College Heights Herald, Thursday, Sept. 26, 1968 - Kentucky Southern 1968 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2083
1 Regents approved request for financial help from Kentucky Southern College in Louisville. WKU would underwrite $4.2 bond issue to refinance school's debt. (At
Saturday meeting Sept. 21). Must have state approval. Kelly Thompson said he would consult with Albert Christen [sic] Kentucky Finance Commissioner. There
have been 2 weeks of meetings etc. Says Kentucky Southern officials 1st proposed plan to WKU on Sept. 7.
6 WKU would guarantee the $4.2 for 5 years. If Kentucky Southern couldn't remain solvent, WKU would assume debt & take over 238 acre campus appraised at
$7.5. WKU would also take $1.0 mortgage on student housing complex. Kelly Thompson to Regents - emphasized need for cooperation between public & private
sectors. President Dr. Rollin S. Burhans & chairman of Trustees, Leroy Highbaugh, Jr., said they first discussed such an arrangement with University of Kentucky.
But that fell through. Rollin Burhans then called Vice President Raymond Cravens. Two weeks ago officials met in Louisville.
4 Editorial. Sees the Kentucky Southern agreement as being beneficial.
Oct. 10 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2085
1 Kelly Thompson told Regents yesterday that WKU would not be placed on defensive by criticism of its efforts to save Kentucky Southern. Said people should be
more concerned over fate of Kentucky Southern than over legality of proposed move. If there is a legal question, the courts should decide it. On Monday Council on
Public Higher Education voted to seek attorney general's opinion & to ask Albert Christen to withhold approval until Council has studied it more. Presidents of
Morehead State University & Eastern Kentucky University said legislature will look carefully at budgets if they believe universities have that sort of money lying
around.
Oct. 31 (Thursday) - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2089
1 Kelly Thompson answered Tuesday (Oct. 29) that plan to aid Kentucky Southern will be dropped. Attorney General John Breckinridge had said that WKU couldn't
legally underwrite the bond issue. John Breckinridge said WKU was infringing upon the jurisdiction of the council on Higher Education. Said WKU's Board of
Regents had no authority to enter upon such an agreement. (Board had approved it Sept. 21 with proviso that it would be dropped if serious problems arose.)
Kelly Thompson - hopes "that someone will come to Kentucky Southern's aid immediately."
Kelly Thompson Papers: 45 - Kentucky Southern College 1968
Kentucky Southern College
Memo: Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson (on vacation), Sept. 27, 1968 - ". . . there appears to be some sources which are attempting to cut Western up with regard
to the Kentucky Southern College action." Lexington Herald editorial came in envelope from Council on Public Higher Education. Ralph Nall visited here
Wednesday (who he?). Larry Forgy had asked him to find out all he could about the matter so he could report to Larry & Mr. Christen. Raymond Cravens, Harry
Largen, Owen Lawson & Charles Zettlemoyer & I spent 2 ½ hours --- it. Thinks we relieved some of his anxieties. We agreed all would be confidential. He seemed
favorable toward it & said that the Governor & Christen had expressed public approval. Said Frankfort feeling was that there would be a request for opinions from
attorney general or a law suit. Implied that Bob Martin was behind much of the growling. Said joke is that Robert Martin can't decide whether to go after Berea or
Transylvania. Department of Finance & others have serious questions. Dero Downing said I told hmi we were not going to be put on defensive. Kentucky Southern
College came to WKU with an appeal for help. WKU decided it was good for higher education in Kentucky and was a sound business proposition. President
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recommended it to the Regents, who adopted it. If it isn't legal, someone must tell us so. Ralph Nall listed questions being asked:
1) Is this action within Regents authority?
2) Is it a commitment of indebt--- against WKU? If so, is state committed?
3) What will WKU do with the campus if Kentucky Southern fails?
4) Role of Council on Public Higher Education? Is its approval necessary? Does it conflict with University of Louisville? University of Kentucky? Community
Colleges?
5) If it fails, is $5,200,000 a good business deal?
When I took him to Holiday Inn, we sat in car & talked. "He was understanding and helpful, yet still somewhat puzzled."
Board Counsel & Fiscal Agent called Wednesday. What effect will it have on our upcoming bond sale? How would WKU provide security to Kentucky Southern
College as guarantor of their bond issue? He insists that the official statement must say something. Jerry Parker talked with me last night after being in Frankfort
all day. "He said that a lot of interest was in evidence regarding Kentucky Southern College and that in most every case the reaction was favorable. Key questions
were 1) legality and 2) role of Council. He also received impression that major source of opposition came from Eastern Kentucky University. (Ralph Nall is Director,
Division of Fiscal Management, Department of Finance).
Memo: Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson, Sept. 27, 1968 - The appraised value of Kentucky Southern College campus and buildings was $7,633,423.
Memo: Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson, Oct. 1, 1968 - Dr. Rollin Burhans (of Kentucky Southern College) came to WKU for conference Monday. He said they
had an unofficial feeler from University of Louisville - they would act as guarantor if Kentucky Southern College would not follow through with WKU. He called it
"dirty pool." We are at point now that if Kentucky Southern College fails it will seek state permission to --- the college.
Memo: Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson, Sept. 24, 1968 - Raymond Cravens talked with Ralph Tessineer at Murray State University, who said "it made him proud
to have once been associated with Western." Ralph Tessineer said Dr. Sparks was strongly in favor of WKU's action.
There are numerous letters in the file from people expressing support.
Memo: Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson, Oct. 3, 1968 - Marlow Cook & party were on campus Wednesday. He is a University of Louisville trustee. Said "frankly,
we were shook." He was disappointed because they "dragged their feet last year and failed to take the necessary steps which would have resulted in their
acquisition of the Kentucky Southern College campus." Complimentary of WKU. Value of Kentucky Southern College can only go up & up.
Bowling Green Daily News, 10/10/1968 - Kelly Thompson defended decision at Regents meeting Wednesday. Plan for WKU to underwrite $4.2 million bond issue
for Kentucky Southern College. Said he welcomes legal review. Said critics should also be concerned by the survival of Kentucky Southern. Last Monday Council
on Public Higher Education voted to ask Attorney General for opinion.
(Rollin S. Burhans is president of Kentucky Southern College) Kelly Thompson said WKU would have no expense when Kentucky Southern defaulted on bond
payments, whereupon WKU would assume payments. "I know of nothing Western has done in recent years to provoke such a favorable reaction from the public."
Courier-Journal, Oct. 8, 1968 - Council on Public Higher Eduation met in closed session for nearly two hours, voted to ask attorney general's opinion. Council said
it "viewed with concern" the proposal. Would guarantee $4.2 million bonds for 5 years + $1 million mortgage on student housing complex. If school defaulted, WKU
would assume debt and --- the campus. Raymond Cravens & Dero Downing were there. "The conversation between the Western representatives and
councilmembers became intense at times. The rising voices could easily be heard by reporters waiting. Outside." Adron Doran & Robert Martin both expressed
concern.
Lexington Herald, Sept. 24, 1968 - Editorial calls it "educational imperialism" after praising Kelly Thompson: ". . . a great educational administrator, and under his
leadership the Bowling Green institution has moved steadily - indeed dramatically - from strength to strength." But "the strong wine of success may be proving too
heady . . . "
Bowling Green Daily News, 10/28/1968 - Attorney General John B. Breckinridge ruled that WKU can not carry out the plan. Kelly Thompson indicated that WKU
would --- drop the plan. Hopes that something will be done to save the school. John Breckinridge said credit of state can't be pledged to a private school. Also, plan
would infringe upon planning power of the Council. Would go beyond the program --- WKU.
Courier-Journal, 12/22/1968 - Agreement reached which should result in merge of Kentucky Southern College with University of Louisville by next August.
(University of Louisville expected to enter state system in 1970.)
Memo: Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson, Oct. 8, 1968 - Report on the closed session of the Council on Oct. 7. Mr. Prichard's letter opposed decision. He reported
questions he had. Raymond Cravens & I took several minutes in explaining just what WKU had done - & what it had not done. Long list of detailed questions &
concerns. Mrs. Lowery & Mr. McElroy were sympathetic with our motives. Mr. Prichard, Mr. Preston, Dr. Martin and Dr. Doran "were vehemently opposed." Mr.
Mann(?) was noncommittal but voted with the opposition. Dr. ---, Dr. Kirwin, Dr. Albright, Mr. Wrather(?) & Council Staff were silent. On resolution (to Attorney
General) all voted "yes" except McElroy who abstained although Prichard & Preston tried to pressure him to vote yes. Mrs. Lowery & Mr. McElroy expressed
sympathy. She proposed an amendment directing WKU to carry out the action in the ---. It lost, 2-3. Says he & Raymond Cravens are convinced that the 4
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opponents had organized in advance & had spent a great deal of time preparing.
Attorney General John B. Breckinridge to Mr. Ted C. Gilbert, Executive Director, Council on Public Higher Education, Oct. 24, 1968. 7 pages - "Under the above
assumptions and authorities, it is our opinion that Western Kentucky University cannot legally enter with the proposed guaranty arrangement."
President Rollin S. Burhans, Kentucky Southern College to Kelly Thompson, Sept. 26, 1968 - "Just a note to express my personal appreciation and the
appreciation of the Kentucky Southern College family to you and all of the Western Kentucky University family for the magnanimous gesture of concern and
friendship for Kentucky Southern College . . . I can assure you that the faculty, staff, administration, students and trustees will always hold you in the highest
esteem for coming to our rescue."
Dero Downing Papers: Box 56 - Kentucky Southern 1968
Kentucky Southern College
Memo: Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson, Oct. 8, 1968 - 7 pages + appendix Give Kelly Thompson account of Council meeting on Oct. 7. Dero Downing &
Raymond Cravens presented WKU's case. "Mr. Prichard, Mr. Preston, Dr. Martin, and Dr. Doran were vehemently opposed."
Kelly Thompson Interview, 10/20/1977 - Kentucky Southern https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/893
Carlton Jackson: I see. Okay. Well, could we turn then to a discussion of Kentucky Southern, which I call Southern Kentucky on that sheet. This was an effort, was
it not, of Western to take over Kentucky Southern?
Kelly Thompson: No, it really was not. The Reverend Riley Burnhans, who happens to be pastor of the First Baptist Church in Bowling Green at this time, was
president of Kentucky Southern. He and his committee and his backers, who had laboriously and at great financial sacrifice kept Kentucky Southern going, reached
a point where - the best way to describe it in my judgment - they were desperate. Several plans which they tried in Louisville, all of which appeared that they might
be workable, all failed to materialize. And Dr. Burhans appealed to us to see if there was any way that we could help keeping the Kentucky Southern College from
abruptly coming to a closing date. So, Dr. Raymond Cravens and Vice President Dero Downing and I went to Louisville on Sunday, and met with Dr. Burhans and a
select committee from his trustees throughout the day Dr. Burhans and his committee wanted Western to take over certain responsibilities of a financial nature with
the payment to be guaranteed to us as a loan, carrying their college down the road to a certain point, with Western being given the right to come on the campus
and teach extension courses, etc., and I won't go into the vast details on this. And in the meantime they felt that they could make arrangements to save the school.
Maybe a lot of that was faith; maybe they could have raised the money that was necessary. But they were fighting desperately for time and they needed what
appeared to be about a year to two years to get the situation turned around. They very generously made us a proposition which, if it had been a matter in the world
of business, would have made anybody jump at it from a selfish standpoint. Western did not look at it that way. They said to us that, "if you will do this, and in a
period of some reasonable number of months that we will agree on, if we do not raise the money to save Kentucky Southern, if we do not get the source to make
up the difference on a continuing basis, we will face up to it. We, at that point, will give you lock, stock and barrel, title to everything we have." And here was this
beautiful campus. And we discussed all the ramifications of it throughout the day then when we left there we told them that we would step in and help them do this.
And we actually were not, in this plan, going to spend any state funds that would not come right back into the coffers. To make a long story short, I got off the plane
in Bowling Green with Mr. Downing and Dr. Cravens and stood on the ground at the airport before we went back into the building and I said to them, "We are going
to save Kentucky Southern." Both of them said that they felt we could do it. I said, "I hope the day never comes when they deed to us that property. And we'll do
everything we can and I want the three of us to start at this point to do everything that we can in every way to save this institution. Our challenge is to help a private
school that we need in Kentucky to get over a very bad financial situation and we can do it one way or another and still not involve state funds in operations. If it
fails they have said that they'd much rather see Western have it than for it to be turned into a subdivision." We started out on that, but there was some opposition to
our doing it that sprang from other institutions.
CJ: Primarily?
KT: Well, just other institutions in general that felt that this might be a move on Western's part to establish a sort of branch Western in the Louisville area, we'll say.
And without seeking full information on what the true problem was, protested that we should not do this. And the Council on Public Higher Education in a meeting,
just a few days after our trip up there - it wasn't a called meeting, as I recall, but a regular meeting - recommended that we not enter into this agreement. And that
was the end of our effort to try to come to the rescue of an institution which had done so beautifully up to the point where it really hit a financial chasm and was
without resources to get across that chasm.
CJ: What was your opinion of the Courier-Journal during this period KT: How do you mean?
CJ: - which wrote some rather critical editorials of Western and I remember one in which the phrase, if I'm not mistaken, 'academic imperialism' was used by the
editorial writer? And the headline of one stated that Western deserves the criticism that is being heaped upon it.
KT: I don't particularly remember the editorials which means I didn't pay much attention to them.
CJ: Yeah, you must not - they must not have Page 26
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KT: The move that Western was about to enter into was done at the solicitation of Kentucky Southern, and we went into it with the highest motives that I can think
of. We were 100% right it's unfortunate that we didn't get a chance to do what might have succeeded.
CJ: Because it did fold - the college?
KT: Yes. Yes, it did. Now, we were told that exploration had been made with the University of Louisville and the University of Kentucky both, to try to come up with
some kind of a working agreement such as the one that we verbally entered into, if we did not run into any legal complications. So, it wasn't a matter of Western
going into an area. We were told that University of Kentucky had demonstrated no interest in any kind of a proposal, and we were told that the University of
Louisville had not demonstrated - that's what we were told. Now, there were many people in the meeting all day long and if anyone ever wants to check the record,
why, I think there are others who will testify that Western was not enthusiastic about jumping into - we had about all we could say grace over down here at that time
in the way of problems of construction and development and growth - but we did say to them late in the afternoon, "We're going to try it with you."
CJ: University of Louisville was your chief critic, wasn't it? And also University of Kentucky?
KT: Oh, I don't remember who was the chief critic or whatnot. Perhaps the most unfortunate thing about the situation was that the spirit of the two visiting groups
was never brought forward before the public in any manner. I had some nice letters from people who were either alumni from Kentucky Southern or affiliated with it,
expressing appreciation for Western for at least trying to help them.
CJ: I see. When President Burhans solicited the help of Western, did he solicit it directly to you?
KT: No, he spoke to Dr. Cravens about it and I don't recall exactly where he and Dr. Cravens met, or whether it was a telephone call to Dr. Cravens. He and Dr.
Cravens came to me and told me of the desperate plight that Kentucky Southern was in and that Dr. Burhans had talked to him about was there any way that we
could get together and explore any possibility of some kind of a plan that would - actually, I don't know whether he put it in these words or not - would save them
from reaching the end of the line. And, then, through Dr. Cravens the meeting was set up, up at Kentucky Southern starting about 11 o'clock on Sunday morning
and running until late in the afternoon.
Dero Downing Interview, 4/3/1978 - Kentucky Southern - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/696
Contrary to what many people believe, it was not a power play to establish an extended campus base in Louisville. "Kentucky Southern came to Dr. Thompson."
He & some of rest of us met with President Burham [sic] and members of Executive Committee. They needed help, were impressed by Westren, way WKU had
merged Bowling Green Business University. ". . . I 'm not so sure but what it wouldn't have worked." Both University of Kentucky & University of Louisville would
have considered it an encroachment upon territorial rights.
Raymond Cravens 2/8/1985 - Kentucky Southern College
Raymond Cravens got call from Kentucky Southern president whom Raymond Cravens knew. Would WKU help keep Kentucky Southern on its feet? Guarantee its
bonds. WKU could use their classrooms etc. for Jefferson County. +/- acres (Eastern side of Louisville; on Shelbyville Road) (Was a private Baptist school).
Raymond Cravens told Kelly Thompson who was interested. Rapid conference. Went up there on Sunday (next day.) (Flew up in private plane.) Toured campus,
discussion. With WKU's help, could refinance & survive. Kelly Thompson saw it as potential to become a branch campus of WKU in future. Kelly Thompson didn't
think Kentucky Southern would survive in long range. Raymond Cravens & Dero Downing had to represent Kelly Thompson at Council of Higher Education
meeting to defend the proposal. It was then killed. Kelly Thompson tested waters with Governor Louie Nunn, who did not tell Kelly Thompson not to go ahead. He
saw it as a good business proposition. Louie Nunn told Kelly Thompson as he left - "Kelly, I think you have saved them." WKU's Regents approved the plan.
Raymond Cravens - Kentucky Southern might have made it had WKU been able to help. Made University of Louisville --- of it. University of Louisville did what
WKU wasn't allowed to do. Their purpose wasn't to save Kentucky Southern. Raymond Cravens - thinks University of Louisville took it over just before University of
Louisville became a state school.
Richmond Daily Register (nd) - Kentucky Southern 1968
Editorial: Plan appears to be in violation of Section 177 of state constitution. But there are other objections as well.
Kindelsperger, Kris. University of Louisville Entrance - Kentucky Southern
81 Says that the founding of Jefferson Community College and negotiations of University of Kentucky & WKU with Kentucky Southern "Helped arouse University of
Louisville to the fact that unless the University acted a separate four year University might be established in the city, leaving the University of Louisville out in the
cold."
WKU - Notecards - Kentucky Student Public Interest Research Group (KSPIRG)
College Heights Herald, Tuesday, March 27, 1973 - KYSPIRG 1973 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5005
5 Kentucky Student Public Interest Research Group is seeking 6,000 names on petition to get Regents to levy $2.00 fee next fall to support the organization. Also
being tried at University of Louisville & University of Kentucky. (Ones who didn't want to contribute could apply for refund.) Estimated $160,000 raised from 3
schools. Would hire professional staff of about 10.
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College Heights Herald, Friday, April 27, 1973 - KYSPIRG 1973 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5014
1 Attorney General's office has ruled that the proposed Kentucky Student Public Interest Research Group is illegal. At moment, move to start it is halted. Said it did
not meet state law requirements.
College Heights Herald, Friday, Nov. 2, 1973 - KYSPIRG 1973 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3514
1 Proposed Kentucky Student Public Interest Research Group has apparently died at WKU for lack of workers and money. Was attempted at WKU, University of
Kentucky & University of Louisville.
3 Got about 4,500 names on petitions; had hoped for 6,000. Seems to have failed also at University of Kentucky but may exist at University of Louisville.
WKU - Notecards - Keown, Charles Avery 1924-2017

1973

Includes cards: Keown Praised

Fraternities & sororities
Interviews

College Heights Herald, Tuesday, March 6, 1973 - Keown Praised - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5007/
4 Letter from 9 women students in North Hall. Criticism of Dean Charles Keown is often heard, but when they went to him about getting floodlights to end a peeping
tom problem he took immediate action. Thanks him.

Charles Keown Interview - Keown, Charles
https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/875/
https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/876/
Graduated Owensboro High School, born 1924
Finished high school after war. Entered WKU Jan. 1947, large GI enrollment.
Majored in Agriculture. Did much biology. L.Y. Lancaster's zoology - very demanding. C.A. Loudermilk - shared office for 6 years when he joined faculty. Most other
classes in Cherry Hall. Mrs. T.C. Cherry, Mrs. Earl Moore (names others).
Respected but no class: Arndt Stickles, Finley Grise, Gordon Wilson.
Finley Grise - makes announcements, pulling papers out of packet - he did some sorting.
Charles Keown graduated June 1949. Took summer schools. To University of Kentucky for MA 1951.
Back to WKU. Went with arrangement to return. Intended to go on for more work. Then Kelly Thompson invited him to come into student affairs. Took it on
condition that he could go back to classroom if it didn't work out. Hadn't known Kelly Thompson well prior to this. Knew him as public relations & assistant to Paul
Garrett. Some meetings. Not much search committee. Not sure if it was assumed that Kelly Thompson would be next one.
Charles Keown - young, wasn't in inner circle among the old faculty. Charles Keown says Kelly Thompson once said Paul Garrett prodded him into going for the
presidency. Some mild opposition to Kelly Thompson as president. Some wanted outsider - say, A.Y. Lloyd. Butler had an interest. City manager of Louisville,
Owsley. Religion? One of the criticism in certain quarters. Also: no classroom experience. Neither was a deterrent after he became president. Was well received
after he became president.
Charles Keown had been active with student groups - department club advisor, sophomore class. WKU was small (75-80 faculty, 2000 students). Kelly Thompson
probably became aware I was working with students.
Billy Smith - 1st business manager. Dero Downing - to Trainging School (C.H. Jaggers to Psychology) Administration changes near end of 1950s. Several old
administrators had to be replaced. Raymond Cravens came in summer, worked in Robert Cochrans' office, then to History & Government. Dero Downing replaced
E.H. Canon as registrar, later Director of Admissions. Some would have retired earlier had there been a retirement deadline. Had been no state retirement
program.
Was Dean of Students. Then about 3 years later it was changed to Dean of Student Affairs. Kelly Thompson called him in & discussed name change. Was the 1st
Dean of Student Affairs. Rather small administrative staff then. Finley Grise, E.H. Canon & others had directed much of what Charles Keown did. Charles Keown's
office was in Van Meter Hall, directly above the president's office. Then to new administration building [Wetherby] then to Potter Hall. Only staff was 1 secretary.
Alumni Office & Placement were also under Charles Keown. He was secretary of Alumni Affairs for about 2 years. Charles Keown - didn't have staff to do the
alumni work; thought that person should report directly to president. Charles Keown had met Lee Robertson, recommended him to Kelly Thompson. Lee was ½
education ½ alumni affairs.
3 resident halls - Potter - men, women - McLean, White Hall [Schneider Hall]. (Potter has really switched back & forth). The 3 directors reported to president on
problems. Some had probably gone to Kelly Thompson when Paul Garrett was president. Had to get the halls reporting to Charles Keown - hard to break old
patterns.
Student social life. Included Barons, 13ers (1941 name change); 2 for women - Betas sub-rosa groups. Others were formed. Moved for fraternities & sororities.
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Henry Cherry did not believe in frats. - serious conflict between training teachers to teach all children & being in frat. They were undemocratic & Henry Cherry got
Board of Regents to prohibit them. Paul Garrett had just continued this policy. Charles Keown found lot of off-campus problems from members of these groups, but
he couldn't deal with the organization. Saw that they had to be official if there was any control. Kelly Thompson told him to develop a plan. Kelly Thompson's sense
of public relations may have entered into Kelly Thompson's thinking on this. Common interest groups would exist - better as a part of the university ---. Some had
property already. At least 3. Couldn't be ---. Regents changed its policy about 1961. Nationals had been in contact - eager to organize. "Time was ripe . . . "
Committee appointed by Kelly Thompson, drew up policies for transition.
Locals on campus as colonies with 20 members, C average for members. Property had to be disposed of. (Probably couldn't do this legally today.) Had to go
national - some preferred to stay local. Housing - they didn't have their own at first. Alpha Gamma Rho was 1st one to get house. WKU then outlined area near
campus that would be suitable. No initial opposition from neighbors. Later, problems with neighbors - mainly noise and handling of drinking those have been the
main problems. Noise is going to be a problem. Says 75% of college is not private residences. Frat once complained of noise from the children at Kiddie Kollege.
Staff grew, especially after Dero Downing became president, some under Kelly Thompson. Added assistant who became Dean of Men & a Dean of Women. Judy
Romans - 1st Dean of Women, then Mrs. Mary Burt (full-time); Jack Sagabiel became Dean of Men. Jack Sagabiel had charge of frats. These positions (Men &
Women) were established because this was pretty much the general pattern. Charles Keown discussed that there were some limitations title narrowed scope,
according to many people. Dean of Men dealt with men etc. Got away from that so duties could be broadened. Charles Keown thinks many schools have gone this
way.
Sororities - no problems with noise - drinking as with some of the frats. "They run a different type organization . . ." Wouldn't expect to have such problems.
House-mothers were required at first; had to have WKU approval. Couldn't always find one. Administration might then become more active. No longer effective,
little used for frats. Went from house mother to house manager. (Memphis State was using it.) Put in graduate student - paid by frat & University scholarship. But
this wasn't too effective. Want to house manager who was president of the frat. Overall, works out about as well as can be expected. Self-discipline is the main
solution - rules can't do it. Just 2 people can create havoc in the area. Police get called. Some frats - now all - are trying to create better relations with neighbors.
Recent crises have shown them that this is essential. No place to go for rush parties except use their houses. Cooperation among them - at first Charles Keown
would meet with the leaders of the frats, discuss general situation etc. As soon as possible, started Interfraternity Council. Women - Panhellenic Council. They do a
great deal now - much is self-regulatory. University can't step away completely. Wishes community could also have input.
Status of campus housing. Normal Drive houses - set aside for sororities. Values have been set. But re-zoning will be needed. Some sororities are interested.
Immediate interest is in the houses as they stand. Building could be some time off. (Names the houses.) Suggests some will acquire it within a year or so. Frats across from McNeil School. Many hurdles there before that can be done. Alpha Gamma Rho's are adding $75,000 addition - won't be interested. Sigma Nus
40,000 no immediate interest. $100,000 Sigma Chi - redoing house. Others - no real interest expressed. Takes 2 for the property to be developed. How much will
national help? Sees nothing in near future. And neighbors have objected. Probably at least 2-3 years just to buy a lot. Cost of a house = $250-300,000 + lot (at
least $50,000). When university has 2 in hand - then develop utilities. Policy now is to stay with present number. More likely decrease than increase.
WKU - Notecards - Kersenbaum, Sylvia

1976

College Heights Herald, Friday, Oct. 15, 1976 - Kersenbaum, Sylvia 1976 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5303
6 Concert pianist Sylvia Kersenbaum from Argentina is now member of WKU's Music Department. Has been in London last 3 years. Tours over much of world;
records.

Musicians
Pianists

Western Alumnus, 48:1 Summer 1977 - Kersenbaum, Sylvia - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8843
Sheila M. Conway, "Who Is Sylvia?"
6 Sylvia Haydee Kersenbaum concert pianist. Argentine born - father is Austrian, mother is Italian. Gives about 100 converts a year. Europe, Japan. Came to WKU
in 1976. Is on concert tour this (1977) summer. Does about 50 concerts now. Teaches 16 hours per week; practices at least 8 hours a day.
7 Studied in Argentina, Rome, Geneva, Vienna. Made a number of recordings.
WKU - Notecards - Kinnaman, Andrew J. 1863-1928
Includes cards:
Kinnaman, A.J. Dean
Kinnaman, A.J. Dies
Kinnaman, A.J. Ill
State Normal Bulletin, Feb. 1907 - Kinnaman, A.J. 1907+ - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8570
5 President and other members of faculty were unanimous in recommending Dr. A.J. Kinnaman as Dean. Boyhood on farm in Cass County, Indiana. Taught 1st
school when 19. Next year entered Central Normal College (summer 1883). Graduated from Scientific Course in 1884 & Classic Course in 1885. Given position on
faculty.
6 1892-3 leave to attend School of Pedagogy in New York City. Taught number of summer institutes. Resigned 1899 to continue his studies. AB Indiana University
Then 2 years of special psychological research at Clark University (Massachusetts) under Dr. J. Stanley Hall. PhD June 19032. Elected Vice Principal of State
Normal School, East Stroudsburg, Pa. After 1 year he was made president of Central Normal College, Danville, Indiana. In 1st 3 weeks enrollment jumped from
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446 to 761. "No man was ever more popular with the student-body and with the controlling board of a school than was Dr. Kinnaman." After 12 years there, he
resigned to become dean at Western. In 1885, A.J. Kinnaman married Mattie Long; 2 sons, one of whom died at age 2; other is now 13. Purchased "elegant
home" on top of Reservoir Hill.
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 2 - Kinnaman, Dean 1911
General Correspondence 1911
William A. McGuire, Horse Cave to Henry Cherry, June 6, 1911 - Says Dean Kinnaman did us some good work delivering annual address. "He's a gem! That's
what they say here. I like the personality of the man." Partly as result of his lecture, we're considering a $2,000 school building.
A.J. Kinnaman Papers Box UA36I - Kinnaman, A.J. 1923
Typed mss. 147 pages single spaced. His Social Psychology Class did this as a class project in Feb. Term 1923. Dr. Kinnaman said it was such a new field there
wasn't a satisfactory text. And told them they would learn more by doing it than by studying a text. Has come from "lively discussions."
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 10 - Kinnaman 1926
General Correspondence 1926
Henry Cherry to Mattie L. Hatcher, New York City, Jan. 7, 1926 - Dr. Kinnaman had a stroke in late 1925 while Henry Cherry was away. Saw him before they left for
Crawfordsville, Indiana where his son Howard lives. Says he will never be able to talk again & doubts if he will live long. Can walk but can't read a word. Is sure he
would appreciate hearing from you. "I shall hold Dr. Kinnaman's position open for him - not because I think he will ever be able to teach another day, but out of
respect to his career and the service he has rendered, and because something might happen that would enable him to come back in a physical way."
Mattie McLean to Ollie Jones, Charleston, SC, March 18, 1926 - Says that Dr. Kinnaman had blood clot that has been absorbed & he and his wife now think he will
be able to resume teaching, perhaps by next summer.
College Heights Herald, 1/28/1926 - Kinnaman, Ill 1926 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2238
1 Dr. A.J. Kinnaman at son's home in Crawfordsville, Ind. is better. Can walk 5 blacks unaided. His vision is still badly impaired. Still his joyous self. His laughter is
missed on the Hill. Has joint student faculty letter that was sent to him. Quotes Dr. Henry Cherry as saying that as long as he has anything to say about it, a place
on the faculty will be held for him. "We realize that your life and personality have been indelibly stamped on the entire student body and faculty as well, and we
want to tell you so now."
College Heights Herald, 3/11/1926 - Kinnaman 1926 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2241
2 His last semester classes are donating a list of psychology books to the library. "We who have known you will not forget."
Henry Cherry Papers: Box 11 - Kinnaman 1926
General Correspondence 1926
A.J. Kinnaman, Crawfordsville, Ind. to Henry Cherry, Sept. 19, 1926 (By Mrs. Martha Kinnaman). - First time since WKU became a state school that A.J. Kinnaman
has not been there for opening of fall term. "We will be thinking of you all day long."
Mrs. Martha Kinnaman to Henry Cherry - "He began writing about the opening of school and lost control of himself. I found him crying as he wrote." He is beginning
to doubt that he can ever return, and this depresses him.
Henry Cherry Papers: 12 - Kinnaman, A.J. 1927
General Correspondence 1929
Henry Cherry to Dr. A.J. Kinnaman, Crawfordsville, Indiana, June 7, 1927 (and other letters later.) - Urges him & wife to come and spend 2-3 weeks as guests of
the school. "We will give you a guest room in Potter Hall and all you can eat while here . . . This invitation expresses not only an appreciation for you and your
qualities but an appreciation for the outstanding piece of work you did for College Heights."
College Heights Herald, June 1928 - Kinnaman Dies 1928 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2259
1 Dr. A.J. Kinnaman, Dean at WKU from 1906 to 1926, died June 12, 1928 at his home in Crawfordsville, Ind. Had stroke in December 1925. (Brief sketch).
Memorial service at chapel on June 13. He had given library his psychology [library] of about 200 books.
Henry Cherry Papers: 15 - Kinnaman, A.J. 1930
General Correspondence 1930
Henry Cherry to Mrs. Martha Kinnaman, March 28, 1930 - Henry Cherry extends her an open invitation to be guest of WKU anytime she can come. Has a "splendid
guestroom" and "a very good meal three times a day."
Teachers College Heights, March 1934 - Kinnaman, A.J. - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2114
29-30 Sketch of A.J. Kinnaman by J.R. Alexander. (Get more if needed.)
30 After extensive training & experience, he became dean at WKU as it was being formed. "The demands of his position in the formative period of what is now the
Western Kentucky State Teachers College were extremely exacting, and drew heavily on his resources, both physical and mental . . . he did even more than the
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duties of his office demanded." Because of poor health he resigned as dean on Nov. 8, 1922 & became head of department of psychology. In Dec. 1925, his poor
health forced him to retire completely. Died 2 ½ years later in Indiana. He spent total of 162 weeks lecturing to teachers' institutes in 6 states. Many speeches in
addition.
A.L. Crabb's Founders Day Address, Nov. 16, 1942 - Kinnaman - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/188/
A.J. Kinnaman was Normal's first professional psychologist. A scholar pale, stooped shoulders, cheerful, good humored. Mistake to make him registrar as well, for
it took him from the classroom.
Teachers College Heights, Vol. 20, No. 1, April 1943 - Kinnaman
A.L. Crabb's 1942 Founders Day speech. In 1906 A.J. Kinnaman became WKU's first professional psychologist. "Here was a scholar!" Pale, stooped shoulders,
good sense of humor. "He was a good teacher, patient, resourceful in illustration, and entirely convinced that the lessons of his courses were well worth teaching."
Cheerful, of good will.
14 Unfortunate that he assumed duties of Registrar. Spent countless hours computing college credits. Needed, but it took him from work for which he was uniquely
suited.
WKU - Notecards - Kitchens

1975

College Heights Herald, Feb. 25, 1975 - Kitchens 1975 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5057
12 Stoves have arrived and been installed in all but 1 kitchen. Late arrival of the stoves had delayed completion of the kitchens by several months. [Dormitory
renovations.]

Dormitories
Residential facilities
Kitchens

WKU - Notecards - Kitchens

1912-1915

WKU - Notecards - Kit Kat Klub
Includes cards:
Kit-Kat Club
Kit-Kat Klub
Kit-Kat Party
Kit-Kat Social
Kit-Kats

Student organizations
Meetings
Picnics
Parties

Elevator 3:4 Feb. 1912 - Kit-Kat Social 1912 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1908
100 Kit-Kat Society & guests had party Saturday night, Jan. 20 in the Training School Chapel. Games. Auction of boys to girls with only boys' feet shown.
Elevator, 3:6 April 1912 - Kit-Kata Club - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1910
115 First Kit-Kat Club was organized in England about 1703 to encourage art & literature. About 39 Whig gentlemen. Dissolved in 1720. Mr. Frederick Roman
organized this one in the Southern Normal School. Then Mr. M.A. Leiper became supervisor. Membership became so large that in 1908 it was divided with Miss
Mattie Reid supervising one sectin. In 1911 she was given both sections.
116 It has done so well that in 1912 a 3rd section was set up; Miss Mattie Reid is in charge of all three. Only those can join who are going to complete the
elementary course.
Elevator 3:9, July 1912 - Kit-Kat Social - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1913
220 About 40 of them attended social at Professor J.R. Alexander's home. Games, food.
Elevator 5:4 Feb. 1914 - Kit-Kats 1914 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/10
178 Sophomore class (the Kit-Kats) have met for 4 years each Friday afternoon under the supervision of Miss Mattie Reid.
179 Praise to W.L. Matthews, J.S. Brown, Clardy Moore as leaders of the club. Now, nearly 100 members. "The Kit-Kat Klub is not afraid of work."
180 Motto for 1913-14 "Work without shirk."
Elevator 5:4 Feb. 1914 - Kit-Kat Party 1913 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/10
207 Friday evening, Dec. 12, 1913 Club followed Miss Mattie Reid to open space in woods near a rock cliff back of Normal Heights. Cedar camp-fire. Games. Each
gave a "mystery package" of something he didn't want. Picnic
Meal - cooking over fire.
208 Games. "Ruth and Jacob." "Oats, Peas, Beans and Barley Grow" Singing. Time to go. As Miss Mattie Reid leads the way, they sing "Where She Leads Me, I
Will Follow."
Elevator 7:3, Dec. 1915 - Kit-Kat Klub 1915 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1948
100 This group breaks precedents. They have (101) now started a study of live men. Thomas A. Edison, Luther Burbank, James Whitcomb Riley, Rudyard Kipling.
Devoted 2 Friday sessions to men, then had a debate. Ex: "Resolved, that Thomas A. Edison has been of greater service to his fellow man than Luther Burbank."
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Speakers have prepared carefully & much enthusiasm & interest has been aroused. Every member was on the program at some time during the term.
WKU - Notecards - Kiwanis Club

1934

College Heights Herald, Nov. 8, 1934 - Kiwanis Club 1934 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3728
1 Local Kiwanis Club is sponsoring "Green Pastures" on campus on Monday, November 19. Hugh cost. Considered a class. Largely the New York cast.

Theatrical productions

WKU - Notecards - Kunstler Speaks

1971

College Heights Herald, Tuesday, Feb. 2, 1971 - Kunstler Speaks 1971 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4785
1 William Kunstler has been rescheduled to speak in Diddle Arena on Thursday, Feb. 4. Calls himself "the peoples lawyer." Students free; others $1.50.

Lawyers

Friday, Feb. 5 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4794
1 William Kunstler spoke to about 4,000. Discussed tyranny of law & how it has been used as tool or repression. Used several recent cases as examples - Kent
State, Dr. Spock, Berrigan.
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